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Characterizing the complex, dynamically regulated networks in cells is critical for the 
understanding of disease mechanisms and development of therapeutics. Over the last two decades, 
mass spectrometry (MS) has emerged as a key structural biology tool enabling rapid analysis of 
complex samples. Native MS has had tremendous success in the structural elucidation of proteins, 
protein complexes, and protein-ligand interactions. Ion mobility MS (IM-MS), under the native 
MS category, has gained popularity as a structural biology technique capable of reporting collision 
cross section (CCS) area of biomolecular ions that can be used as an attribute for identification in 
bioinformatics workflows and restraint for generating three-dimensional models of proteins. 
Traveling wave IM (TWIM) is the most used IM platform across research and industry 
laboratories. However, the amount of information and the accuracy obtained from TWIM 
measurements have been compromised due to the lack of fundamental understanding of the 
technology itself. Therefore, in this thesis, novel developments in IM-MS techniques, especially 
with TWIM, are described that are capable of providing accurate biophysical measurements of 
proteins and protein complexes in a high throughput manner. 
 In chapter 2, we devise a semi-empirical relationship that can model TWIM arrival time 
distributions (ATDs) across a range of TWIM conditions. A conformational broadening parameter 
can be extracted from the semi-empirical formalism that describes the size of the structural 
heterogeneity of biomolecules in the gas phase. We validated our method by investigating the 
origins of structural heterogeneity arising in a set of model peptides. The conformational 
broadening parameter also properly reflected the reduction in structural flexibility when we 
 xviii 
introduced cross-links in a protein complex. In chapter 3, we described a novel pseudo-trapping 
phenomenon in TW ion guides that produces aberrant ATDs. This was described using a 
theoretical model and ion trajectory simulations highlighting that imperfect TW leads to a 
repetitive pattern of ion motion causing the ions with even small mobility difference to travel with 
the same mean velocity. Consequently, the ions' transit times through the device were altered 
detrimentally affecting the calibrated CCS values. In chapter 4 we show new calibration functions 
capable of generating precise and accurate CCS values from TWIM measurements. Velocity 
relaxation and travelling wave edge effects are incorporated into the new function termed as blend 
+ radial that outperforms the current calibration function in terms of accuracy, preciseness, and 
robustness. We benchmarked the new function using a large scale of analyte ions comprised of 
small molecules and metabolites, peptides, denature proteins, and native proteins. 
 The last chapter showcases the utility of IM-MS platform for high throughput 
characterization of protein structure and protein-ligand interactions using collision induced 
unfolding (CIU) experiments. A classification algorithm was built for a single state and multi-state 
classification of CIU fingerprints, where a state can be defined as charge states of the ions, protein 
incubation properties, etc. Using our classification workflow, we were able to identify the class of 
an unknown endogenous lipid in a membrane protein complex. Multi-state classifier boosted the 
accuracy of the classification model, which was demonstrated using Src-kinase ligand binding 
experiments and biotherapeutic innovator and biosimilar comparisons. 
 Overall, the developments in the IM-MS methods, especially the theoretical contributions 
to TWIM technology, described in this thesis will allow the widespread TWIM community to 
properly utilize the platform in the areas of chemical analysis and structural biology.  
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
 
The study of protein structure, function, and complex formation is of great importance for 
human health. Proteins comprise the machines that are responsible for performing almost every 
cellular activity. Therefore, an improved understanding of protein function can lead to the 
elucidation of disease mechanisms, as well as the downstream development of therapeutic 
stratagies.1 Protein functions are highly correlated to their structures and dynamics.2 In the last 
decade, there have been a plethora of advancements in structural biology techniques aimed at 
solving structures of proteins and protein complexes.3–8 However, due to their inherent structural 
heterogeneity and dynamics,9 as well as the complex environment10,11 often associated with native 
protein complexes, protein structure determination still remains a challenge. Here, I introduce 
some of the state-of-the-art techniques used to determine protein structures, with emphasis on 
structural mass spectrometry methods, as these are the   main subject of my dissertation. 
1.1 Methods for protein structure characterization 
The first report of an atomic-resolution 
protein structure from Kendrew et al12 in 
1958 utilized X-ray diffraction data to 
analyze myoglobin crystals. In 1971, the 
Protein Data Bank (PDB) was established to 
deposit the atomic coordinates for similarly-
solved protein structures.13 Since then, there has been an exponential growth in the number of PDB 
entries; including structures solved using X-ray, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), and electron 
Figure 1-1. PDB data distribution (Year 2019) sorted by 
experimental methods. 
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microscopy (EM) methods. Figure 1-1 displays a recent snapshot of structure entries, categorized 
based on the different methods used to create the entries.  
 It is important to note that many proteins systems remain refractory to high-resolution 
structural biology approaches, necessitating lower-resolution and integrative workflows to create 
models.  Such models recently began to be deposited alongside higher-resolution structures in the 
PDB. 
 
1.1.1 Experimental methods for protein structure determination 
Most of the entries in PDB originate from X-ray crystallography (Figure 1-1). This method 
requires that proteins are purified and crystallized prior to analysis. Crystals are then subjected to 
intense X-ray beams. By subjecting the crystals to such X-rays, the protein in the crystal diffracts 
the beam, yielding characteristic patterns that can be analyzed and mapped to produce the 
distribution of electrons in the crystalized protein. The electron density map can then be used to 
locate each atom within the protein. Thus, X-ray crystallography can provide protein structures 
that possess detailed atomic information, including interactions with ligands, ions, and other 
molecules.14,15 However, the crystallization process and obtaining adequate diffraction data can be 
limiting steps in x-ray crystallography, often resulting long and uncertain timelines for protein 
structure generation.16,17 Therefore, biochemists and molecular biologists spend  a large amount of 
time and expense in order to express and purify large amounts of homogenous proteins in an effort 
to form well-ordered crystals. Sometimes this process includes creating mutant or truncated protein 
forms, as well as including small molecules or ligands that help to stabilize proteins. Therefore, 
despite producing high-resolution protein structures, the structural throughput of X-ray diffraction 
remains a challenge.18–21  
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NMR spectroscopy can be used to determine atomic-level structures of proteins. In NMR, 
purified proteins are placed in a strong magnetic field and exposed to radio frequency excitation 
pulses in an effort to measure nuclear spin resonance. The observed resonances can be used to 
characterize of the local bonding environment of nuclei, ultimately generating a list of restraints 
that can be used to build three-dimensional atomic models of proteins.22–25 An  advantage of NMR 
over X-ray in the context of protein structure determination is that NMR can directly probe protein 
conformers in solution. As such, NMR analyses yield an ensemble of protein structures that are 
consistent with the experimentally observed restraints.26–28 Recent efforts have sought to extend 
NMR spectroscopy to the study larger proteins, membrane proteins, and multi-protein 
complexes.28–33 One challenge associated NMR techniques, as is also the case with X-ray 
crystallography, is their requirement of large amounts of purified proteins.34 
Electron microscopies (EM), especially cryo-EM variants, represent a dynamic emerging 
group of technologies for high-resolution protein structure analysis. In EM, the scattering of an 
electron beam is used to evaluate thousands of protein-based particles housed either on a grid, or 
within vitrified ice (for cryo-EM). Particle images are grouped into classes, and a three-
dimensional electron density map can be constructed through a detailed analysis of many such 
two-dimensional images, assuming that each represents particles of identical composition and 
structure.35 EM methods have yielded structures at resolution values comparable to X-ray 
diffraction.3,36–38 Furthermore, EM has specifically been utilized in integrative modeling methods 
to generate structures of large macromolecular assemblies such as ribosomal complexes39,40 and 
membrane proteins.41–43 While EM techniques do not typically require the large amounts of sample 
often consumed by comparable X-ray and NMR methods, cryo-EM optimization does require 
highly-purified samples and significant efforts in buffer optimization to produce high-quality data. 
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Even though the techniques listed above are capable of generating high resolution protein 
structures (Figure 1-2), such methods are not always practical due to the required amounts of time 
and sample, cost, and the other limitations listed above. Therefore, integrative structural biology 
approaches, that seek to combine data acquired from lower-resolution structural techniques, have 
emerged to assess the structures of proteins and complexes that remain refractory to NMR, X-ray 
and EM techniques. Integrative structural biology workflows can include data from techniques 
such as small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS)44,45, circular dichroism (CD)46,47, and Fourier 
transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR)6,48. The techniques included in integrative structural 
campaigns vary, but most are included due to their ability to extract valuable restraint information 
from relatively small amounts of unpurified protein.  Future development of high throughput 
protein structure characterization techniques is clearly required in order to fill our current protein 
structure knowledge gap, especially given the growing scopes of metagenomics, proteomics, and 
bioinformatics approaches. 
Figure 1-2. Atomic level structures of proteins and protein complexes determined via EM and NMR. 
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1.1.2 Computational Methods 
From fitting atomic models to experimental observations or generating three-dimensional 
structure via ab initio or homology modeling, the use of computational methods in protein structure 
characterization has always been critical. Despite decades of effort, predicting protein structure 
from its amino acid sequence remains challenging.49 Both ab initio and template-based modeling 
have been used to predict accurate protein structures.50,51 Template-based and integrative modeling 
has been vital for structure determination of  macromolecular complexes.52,53 In this section, 
selected computational methods used in protein structure characterization are summarized. 
Ab initio modeling approaches seek to perform a search of protein conformational space 
using a designed, and thoroughly evaluated, energy functions. This process usually generates many 
thousands of possible conformations from which final protein models are selected. Three factors 
typically dictate the accuracy of protein structure predictions from such ab initio modeling 
approaches. First, the accuracy of the energy function used to perform the molecular dynamics 
(MD) simulation ultimately determines the ability of such tools to differentiate between the most 
thermodynamically stable (native) state and structural decoys for a given protein sequence. There 
are several energy functions that are based on physical forces, chemical knowledge, or a 
combination of both.54–59 Below is an example of physics based CHARMM60 energy function. 
𝐸"#$%&% = ( 𝐾"(𝑏 − 𝑏-)/
"#$%0
+ ( 𝐾2(𝜃 − 𝜃-)/
4$56&0





























Y (1 − 1𝑏) 
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The CHARMM force field is the additive potential energy function from the bonded and 
nonbonded terms. The bonded elements displayed in equation 1-1a consist of terms that 
correspond to various bond lengths and bond angles within a molecule. The nonbonded potential 
energy function shown in 1-1b comprises terms describing electrostatic and van der Waals terms. 
ROSETTA59, I-TASSER61–63, and QUARK64,65 are among the methods that use a combination of 
knowledge and physics-based energy terms for ab initio structural prediction. In ROSETTA, for 
instance, fragments are assembled from unrelated protein structures found within the PDB to build 
full length models using a knowledge-based force field. Such models are then refined using a 
physics-based MD approach. Subsequently, an efficient conformational search algorithm helps 
generate low energy structures.  Widely used algorithms for physics-based MD include: annealing 
Monte Carlo (MC), replica exchange MC method (REM), simulated annealing molecular 
dynamics (MD), replica exchange MD (REMD), accelerated MD, and genetic algorithm (GA).50,66 
Finally, a good selection strategy aids in filtering near native like structures from the pool of decoy 
structures. This usually includes clustering of low energy structures based on their structural 
similarity.50 On-going efforts to improve physics and knowledge-based force fields as means for 
protein structure prediction are matched by efforts to  include experimental data in an effort to 
guide protein structure prediction workflows. For example, the Integrative Modeling Platform 
(IMP) provides an environment for comparative protein structure modeling that enables data-based 
restraints that has been successful in creating large macromolecular complexes such as nucleopore 
protein complex.53,67 The growth of such integrated methods clearly necessitates the continual 
development of structural biology measurement tools that seek to increase the scope of accessible 
proteins and complexes for structure determination. 
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1.2 Mass Spectrometry in structural biology 
 Over the last two decades mass spectrometry (MS) has emerged as a key approach in structural 
biology68–72. A pyramid schematic of different MS methods used in structural biology is shown in 
Figure 1-3. MS has generally been associated with bottom-up proteomics which is used for 1) 
identifying proteins including any modifications such as post -translational modifications (PTMs), 
2) measuring changes in protein 
expression levels, and 3) 
investigating protein-protein 
interactions.73 Similar goals can 
be achieved using middle-
down74–77 and top-down 
proteomics78–80. Oxidative foot-
printing81–83, hydrogen 
deuterium exchange84–88, and 
cross-linking89–93 methods can be 
combined with these MS workflows to obtain more detailed structural information from proteins 
and protein complexes. Native MS provides the means to directly probe the structure and dynamics 
of protein and protein complexes in the gas phase.94–98 In native MS ions are transferred to the gas-
phase using nano-electrospray ionization (nESI) using a non-denaturing solution, thus retaining 
their non-covalent interactions.99–104 The mass resolution provided by contemporary mass 
analyzers has made it possible to determine protein oligomeric states and the binding of ligands. 
In tandem with native MS, fragmentation techniques, such as collision induced dissociation 
(CID)105–108, surface induced dissociation (SID)109–112, electron transfer dissociation (ETD)113,114, 
Figure 1-3. Different structural MS methods to study proteins and protein 
complexes. 
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electron capture dissociation (ECD)115–118, and ultraviolet photo dissociation (UVPD)119–122, can 
provide information ranging from protein primary to quaternary structure. Native MS is emerging 
as a powerful structural biology tool that can be used to study the structures of unpurified proteins 
and protein complexes using a limited amount of sample. 
1.2.1 Native Ion Mobility – Mass Spectrometry 
Ion mobility – mass spectrometry (IM – MS) is a structural MS method that uses IM to 
determine to the orientationally averaged collision cross section (CCS) of protein ions in the gas 
phase.123–126 During IM separation, protein ions traverse through a gas filled chamber under the 
influence of a weak electric field (E) and are separated according to their mobility (K). In drift tube 
IM (DTIM)127 the velocity of the ions (vion) can be directly related to their mobility by using 
equation 1-2 
𝑣9#$ = 𝐾𝐸 1 − 2 
 In the low-field limit, where the measured mobility is independent of the drift field, K is 





















𝑁 1 − 3
 
where kb	is the Boltzmann constant, z is the ion charge, e is the elementary charge, mI is 
the mass of the ion, mN is the mass of the neutral gas, N is the neutral gas number density, and W 
is the orientationally averaged CCS. Ion transit time (td), which is related to the ion velocity, can 
be used to infer CCS. With a nested IM – MS experiment, we gain three-dimensional information 
comprising of m/z ratio, arrival time (td) distributions (ATD), and intensity of ions, as shown in 
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Figure 1-4. Therefore, in a native IM – MS experiment protein’s oligomeric as well as 
conformational states can be distinguished. 
Figure 1-4. Schematic of IM-MS experiment. Ions generated via nESI are separated by IM and analyzed by ToF. The m/z, drift 
time, and intensity value contour plot shows two different oligomeric states as well as different conformational states in Oligomer 
2A 
IM-MS has been successfully applied to gain structural information on many proteins and 
protein complexes. IM – MS analysis of amyloid forming entities such as amyloid-b, a-synuclein, 
and b2-microglobulin has shown not only multiple oligomeric states but also multiple structural 
populations within each oligomeric state.129–134 In addition, CCSs obtained from IM measurement 
have been used to filter structures from MD simulations135,136 by calculating theoretical CCSs137–
139 of models. CCS is also used as a restraint for generating coarse grain topology models which 
can then be merged with atomic models.140,141 Using this strategy, IM-MS integrative modeling 
has been used to model systems such as tryptophan synthase141, nitrobenzene dioxygenase142, the 
DNA clamp loader complexed including single stranded DNA binding protein143, the Yeast 
eIF3:eIF5 complex144, toyocamycin nitrile hydratase109, and the urease activation complex145. A 
recent computational study 146 revealed that significant ambiguities exist when defining multi-
protein models using subunit-level CCS values, which can be significantly reduced by moving to 
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sources of domain-level information to generate such topology models. Thus, an aim of this thesis 
is to reduce such ambiguities in models by rapidly obtaining information on protein structure 
dynamics and by determining CCS values more accurately. 
1.2.2 Traveling wave ion mobility 
 Prior to the introduction of traveling wave IM (TWIM) technology in 2004147 IM 
experiments were mostly conducted using home-built DTIM analyzers. Since the 
commercialization of TWIM coupled to MS in a quadrupole/TWIM/orthogonally accelerated -
ToF instrument platform starting around 2006148, IM-MS has been brought to a much wider 
audience spanning many laboratories in both academia and industry149. Subsequently, TWIM has 
been implemented within structures for lossless ion manipulation (SLIM) devices, enabling very 
high (R ≈ 340, a 5 fold 
improvement over typical DTIM 
devices)150. A TWIM device is 
comprised of a radio frequency 
(RF) ion guide with repeating 
DC pulses applied to a pair or 
two pairs of ring electrodes 
sequentially along the device 
creating a traveling wave (TW) 
of defined wave amplitude and velocity (Figure 1-5).151–153 Lower mobility ions are overtaken by 
the waves, resulting in a “roll-over” event, which occurs less often for higher mobility ions. Thus, 
higher mobility ions travel faster than those having lower mobility, enabling mobility-based 
separations. 
Figure 1-5. Schematic of TWIM analyzer. TWIM analyzer comprised of RF 
applied stacked ring ion guide with DC pulses applied in pair to create a traveling 
wave of wave amplitude U and wave velocity s. 
 
Figure 1-6. A plot comparing the experimentally observed and calculated 
resolution (using equation 1-6) in across a range of TWIM wave amplitude and 
velocity conditions.Figure 1-7. TWIM analyzer comprised of RF applied stacked 
ring ion guide with DC pulses applied in pair to create a traveling wave of wave 
amplitude U and wave velocity s. 
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Despite being widely used, there are a number of challenges associated with the continued 
development of TWIM.  For example, prior to work described in this thesis, it was not possible to 
predict TWIM ATDs due to deficiencies in TWIM theory. In contrast, DTIM ATDs can be used 
to directly quantify the structural heterogeneity of ions.127,154 Furthermore, calibration of TWIM 
arrival times is required to obtain  CCS values from  the technology, whereas DTIM measurements 
can be used to obtain such information without the need for standards.155 As above, this gap results 
directly from a lack understanding surrounding ion transport in TWIM. In 2008, Shvartsburg et 
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where vion is the velocity of the ion, K is ion mobility, X is the position of ion in X direction in TW 
reference frame, E is the electric field strength, and v is the TW velocity. This study generated 














1 − 6 
where td and Dtd  are centroid and full width half max of TWIM ATDs, respectively, q is the 
charge of the ion, and L is the length of the TWIM cell. These models, however, do not faithfully 
reproduce experimental TWIM, as shown in Figure 1-6. In 2017, Mortensen et al156 developed a 
computational method to calibrate TWIM drift times to obtain CCS values. Although promising, 
this method exhibits poor prediction accuracies for certain ions and TWIM conditions. Finally, 
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Richardson et al153 revisited the fundamentals of TWIM generating a series of relationships 
describing ion motion by incorporating velocity relaxation for ions as well as the anharmonicity 
present in practically realized TWIM. Equation 1-7 describes the ion motion in TW reference 
frame 
𝛼?̈? = −?̇? − 1 + 𝛾𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑧 1 − 7 
where 








1 − 10 
where k is the wave number, d is the phase shift in TW frame, w is the angular frequency, a relates 
to the ion’s relaxation time, K is ion mobility, V0 is the amplitude of the TW potential, v is TW 
velocity, and q is the charge of the ion. The authors incorporated these ideas and proposed new 
CCS calibration functions in TWIM155. Since TWIM is currently the most-widely deployed form 
Figure 1-6. Comparison of the experimentally observed and calculated 
resolution (using equation 1-6) in across a range of TWIM wave amplitude 
and velocity conditions. 
 
Figure 1-8. Collision induced unfolding of a protein ion. Increasing 
collision activation causes protein ions to unfold which is monitored using 
ion mobility arrival time distributions.Figure 1-9. A plot comparing the 
experimentally observed and calculated resolution (using equation 1-6) in 
across a range of TWIM wave amplitude and velocity conditions. 
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of IM-MS instrument platform, there is a clear need for improved theoretical frameworks that 
enable accurate CCS determinations. This thesis, in part, accommodates this need through 
advancements in theory to better understand TWIM ATDs and determine accurate CCSs. 
1.2.3 Collision induced unfolding 
 As discussed in previous sections, activation techniques have been long used to probe the 
structure and stability of protein ions in the gas phase. Collision induced unfolding (CIU) is an 
extension of this where collisional activation is followed by IM-MS to probe the conformations of 
protein ions the gas phase, as shown in Figure 1-7.157 Early CIU experiments probed the activation 
energy barriers associated with gas-phase folding and unfolding of apo myoglobin following 
charge manipulation, revealing clear evidence of both Coulombic and structural components for 
the barriers detected.158 Since then, CIU has been implemented to study the structure and 
dissociation behavior of various other proteins and protein complexes.159,160,169,161–168 This 
technique has also been extensively used as a fingerprinting method to differentiate and/or classify 
protein systems. For example, studies by Tian et al164,170 have showed how CIU can be used to 
Figure 1-7. Collision induced unfolding of a protein ion. Increasing collision activation causes protein ions to unfold which is 
monitored using ion mobility arrival time distributions. 
 
Figure 1-10. a) A mass spectrum recorded for a Ac-Alan-Lys peptide where n = 19. b) A plot of TWIM drift time versus m/z, 
where ion intensity denoted by color-coded contour scale as indicated, for the same data shown in a. In both a) and b) we observe 
both a singly and a doubly charg d series for n = 6 – 19 of peptides, with the latter series is detected at substantially lower signal 
intensities when compared to the former. Contour plots that show the influence of c) resolution and d) fwhm as a function of V 
and v for singly-charged Ac-Ala18-Lys peptides, with values for both figures of merit indicated by the color axis shown.Figure 
1-11. Collision induced unfolding of a protein ion. Increasing collision activation causes protein ions to unfold which is monitored 
using ion mobility arrival time distributions. 
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characterize monoclonal antibodies. Therefore, native IM – MS along with CIU experiments have 
proven useful in the rapid analysis of protein stability and structure. 
1.3 Summary 
This dissertation presents efforts to install new and improved capabilities for native IM – MS 
in the study of biomolecular structure generally. Specifically, this work can be divided into two 
broad areas: 1) efforts to advance TWIM ion transport theory, and 2) efforts to develop new 
classification algorithms for CIU.  
Chapters 2, 3, and 4 focus on developing different aspects of TWIM theory. In chapter 2 a 
semi-empirical relationship was derived to predict the resolution and width of TWIM ATDs in 
order to obtain information on structural heterogeneity of protein ions rapidly using IM-MS. This 
work has been published as Dixit, S. M. and Ruotolo, B. T. A Semi-Empirical Framework for 
Interpreting Traveling Wave Ion Mobility Arrival Time Distributions. J. Am. Soc. Mass 
Spectrom. 2019, 30 (6), 956-966. Chapter 3 reports the first observation, and theoretical 
description, of a novel pseudo-trapping of ions within TWIM ion guides.  This form of ion trapping 
can serve as a complicating factor in accurately interpreting TWIM ATDs and obtaining CCS 
values. Finally, chapter 4 presents and evaluates a new TWIM CCS calibration method, which 
leverages a previous theoretical treatment of TWIM ion transport and a large TWIM dataset in 
order to produce a validated TWIM calibration method exhibiting substantially enhanced 
robustness, accuracy and precision relative to previous method.  
Finally, this dissertation ends with chapter 5 that discusses new classification algorithms built 
to differentiate CIU datasets. A robust statistical method that uses machine learning tools to 
generate supervised classification workflow that can handle any number of classes and datasets 
was constructed an implemented within the CIUSuite2 software tool. Furthermore, a multiplexed 
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classification protocol was generated to pool data acquired across multiple charge states or stress 
states in order to enhance classification accuracy and prediction power. Development of these 
classification algorithms has been previously published in the following papers: 1) Polasky, D. 
A., Dixit, S. M., Fantin, S. M., and Ruotolo, B. T. CIUSuite 2: Next-Generation Software for 
the Analysis of Gas-Phase Protein Unfolding Data. Anal. Chem. 2019, 91 (4), 3147-3155 and 
2) Polasky, D. A., Dixit, S. M., Vallejo, D. D., Kulju, K. D., and Ruotolo, B. T. An Algorithm 
for Building Multi-State Classifiers Based on Collision-Induced Unfolding Data. Anal. Chem. 
2019, 91 (6), 10407-10412. 
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Chapter 2 A semi-empirical framework for interpreting traveling wave ion mobility arrival 
time distributions 
 
(Adapted with permission from: Sugyan M. Dixit and Brandon T. Ruotolo. A Semi-
Empirical Framework for Interpreting Traveling Wave Ion Mobility Arrival Time Distributions. 
J. Am. Soc. Mass. Spectrom. 2018, 30 (6), 956-966)  
2.1 Introduction 
The functions of biomolecules are inherently linked to their structures, making their study 
critical for wide-ranging research efforts in biochemistry and human disease1. Ultimately, protein 
functions depend upon discrete motions on the atomic scale, giving rise to structural ensembles 
that are responsible for carrying out various cellular processes2. As such, the quantitative 
assessment of structural ensembles is critically important in understanding the mechanistic details 
of biomolecular function. For example, proteins adapt their structure to many different binding 
partners, and therefore, can exhibit large conformational heterogeneity171. In addition, a significant 
fraction of the proteins in eukaryotes contain disordered regions that are involved in many 
important biophysical processes, but are currently insufficiently understood172. The prevalence of 
dynamics and flexibility in our understanding of protein biophysics has stimulated the 
development of many novel analytical techniques and computational modeling tools aimed at the 
detailed assessment of proteins in motion173. 
Despite the importance of protein dynamics, its quantification and characterization has 
remained a challenge for biophysical measurement techniques for decades. Nuclear magnetic 
resonance (NMR) spectroscopy is able to probe protein dynamics on timescales ranging from 
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nanoseconds to milliseconds with atomic resolution174. In addition, small angle X-ray scattering 
(SAXS) measurements have more recently begun to provide information on protein dynamics175. 
In conjunction with experimental data, ensembles of structures have been generated 
computationally in order to study structural microstates and functional disorder in proteins176,177. 
Despite technical advancements, however, the experimental techniques described above require 
pure, monodisperse, high concentration samples, which severely limit the biomolecular ensembles 
that can be probed. Furthermore, the computational sampling of protein dynamics remains 
challenging due to the difficulties in extending simulation times to match those relevant for most 
biological processes and a general inability to completely account for configurational entropy in 
such simulations178. 
 By virtue of soft ionization techniques that enable the introduction of solvent-free 
biomolecular structures in the gas phase179, mass spectrometry (MS) methods such as native 
MS94,180,181, tandem MS in combination with ion activation methods182–184, hydrogen deuterium 
exchange (HDX) MS185,186, and chemical cross-linking (CXL) MS93,187 have been used to study 
the structure of proteins and protein complexes using small amounts of sample188. Ion mobility 
(IM)-MS is a structural MS method currently undergoing a period of rapid development, capable 
of separating protein ions according to their orientationally-averaged size on the millisecond 
timescale189. Several types of IM separators have been coupled to MS, each having their own 
strengths and weaknesses125,190. For instance, drift tube IM (DTIM) works by introducing a time-
defined packet of ions into a chamber containing both a weak electric field (E) and an inert buffer 
gas191. Under typical DTIM conditions, ion arrival times are directly proportional to their 
orientationally-averaged collision cross sections (CCSs), values which serve as coarse-grained 
structural restraints in biomolecular modeling efforts192,193. DTIM arrival time distributions 
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(ATDs) are well characterized by theory, and have previously been used to assess the structural 
heterogeneity of biomolecules in the gas phase154,158,194–196. Characterization of such heterogeneity 
reports on the ensemble of structures in solution as well as dynamics in the gas phase. Despite this, 
traveling wave ion mobility (TWIM)148,151,197, which uses time-varying electric fields to achieve 
IM separations, is the most prevalent form of IM-MS for work in the area of structural biology190. 
In contrast to DTIM, assessments of TWIM  peak widths in an effort to elucidate biomolecular 
dynamics and structural heterogeneity, as has been done previously in DTIM measurements, 
remains challenging due to our currently incomplete understanding of ion transport within TWIM 
analyzers 152,153,198,199. 
 In this report, we construct a semi-empirical model that describes the widths of TWIM 
ATDs across a wide range of TWIM parameters, and is capable of predicting ATD peak widths 
for nominally mono-conformational biomolecules for use in assessing the dynamics of 
biomolecules generally. By using a group of model peptides known to have rigid structures in the 
gas phase, we tested our empirical expression and detected a subtle structural transition in the 
peptides as a function of sequence length. Furthermore, we correlated our IM-MS measurements 
with molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, observing strong correlations between computed 
structural ensembles and our experimental TWIM ATDs. Finally, we applied our model to analyze 
the TWIM ATDs of unmodified and cross-linked Avidin ions detecting shifts in protein complex 
peak widths in a manner correlated with the attachment of CXL agents.  We conclude by projecting 
the general utility of quantitative TWIM peak width assessments for gas-phase structural biology. 
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2.2 Experimental Methods 
2.2.1 Chemical Materials 
 Ac-Alan-Lys peptides were custom made from Anaspec, CA. The peptides were dissolved 
in 90% TFA (Fisher Scientific, O4901) in water to achieve a final concentration of 1 mg/ml for 
nano-ESI analysis. Avidin (Sigma-Aldrich, A9275) was prepared in 200mM ammonium acetate 
at a final concentration of 50 μM (Sigma-Aldrich, 09689). BS3 (Thermo Scientific Pierce, PI-
21580) was freshly prepared in HEPES (Sigma-Aldrich, H3375) at pH 7.3 before CXL 
experiments. DL-polyalanine (Sigma-Aldrich, P9003) was used at a final concentration of 1mg/ml 
in 49.5/49.5/1 ratio of water/acetonitrile (Fisher Scientific, A9984)/acetic acid (Fisher Scientific, 
A38212). 
2.2.2 Chemical Cross-linking 
 Avidin samples were buffer exchanged into 200mM HEPES, pH 7.3, using micro biospin 
6 columns (Bio-rad, CA). BS3 was added to these samples in the following protein to cross-linking 
reagent ratios: 1:1, 1:50, 1:150, 1:500, 1:1000, 1:1500, and 1:2000. After incubating the samples 
for 30 minutes at room temperature, the reaction was quenched by buffer exchanging the cross-
linked samples into 200mM ammonium acetate. 
2.2.3 TWIM-MS 
 All data was collected on a Synapt G2 TWIM-MS instrument (Waters, Milford MA). 
Instrumentation details can be found elsewhere155. Briefly, ions were generated using nano ESI, 
and then pulsed into the TWIM cell with 100μs gate pulse width. The TWIM cell is comprised of 
a stacked ring ion guide (SRIG), where direct current (DC) voltage is applied to two pairs of ring 
electrodes in a repeating pattern throughout the cell. A series of DC pulses generates a time varying 
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potential, defined by its wave amplitude (V) and wave velocity (v). The ultimate structure of the 
resultant waveform is nominally sinusoidal 148,151,152,197. In our experiments, the TWIM separator 
was operated both at a pressure of 3.5 mbar (200 ml/min and 90 ml/min flow rates for He and N2, 
respectively) and 4 mbar (200 ml/min and 100 ml/min flow rates for He and N2, respectively), for 
peptide and Avidin ion separations, respectively. TWIM-MS data was acquired at values of V 
ranging from 20 V to 40 V in 2 V increments and values of v ranging from 200 m/s to 500 m/s in 
20 m/s increments. After the TWIM cell, ions travel to a transfer region that transports the mobility 
separated ions into the orthogonal acceleration (oa) time of flight mass analyzer (ToF). TWIM 
ATD is recorded by synchronization of the oa-ToF acquisition with the gated release of ions from 
trap into the TWIM cell. CCS was calibrated using D,L polyalanine peptides at a v value of 520 
m/s and V values of 20, 25, and 30 V. He CCS values were used to construct calibration function, 
which was then used to predict He CCS values in our experiments. Three replicate measurements 
taken at different days were used for calibration in order to obtain uncertainty values as described 
previously155.  
2.2.4 SIMION Modeling 
A Synapt G2 TWIM cell was simulated using SIMION 8.1 (Scientific Instrument Services 
Inc., Ringoes, NJ, USA)200. Potential array (PA) files were created in order to apply potential to 4 
electrodes at once and create a 4 repeat pattern that mirrors the implementation of traveling wave 
dc voltage in TWIM cell151,197. A specific script was written to obtain the voltage and electric field 
strength in the G2 model for downstream analysis. 
2.2.5 MD Simulations 
 We carried out MD simulations to generate a range of configurations that can be used to 
decipher structural heterogeneity for each peptide. As we have already described the challenges of 
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defining structural landscape accurately for biological molecules using MD, the simulations in this 
study are employed to understand the origins of dynamics in a qualitative manner. MD simulations 
were performed with CHARMM on a workstation with an Intel Xeon processor with eight CPU 
cores at 2.50 GHz. CHARMM22 force field was employed as it contains the CMAP correction for 
improved treatment of peptide backbones to achieve more accurate peptide conformations201. 
Helical Ac-Alan-Lys peptides with n from 6 to 19 were constructed in CHARMM by fixing the 
phi and psi angles to -47 and -67 degrees, respectively, and placing the charge on the Lys residue. 
Peptides were energy minimized using a 10 step conjugate gradient, followed by 100 steps of an 
adopted basis Newton Raphson (ABNR) method minimization in vacuo. The models were then 
equilibrated at 300 K for 50 ps, after which, they were subjected to a simulated annealing (SA) 
cycle. Briefly, the system was heated from 300 K to 1000 K in 10 K increments and cooled to 0 K 
in 10 K decrements, with each temperature step lasting for a minimum of 100 ps. The system was 
then equilibrated at 0 K for 500 ps. The lowest energy structure from the SA run was then subjected 
to gradual heating with final temperature of 300 K, 400 K, and 500 K 100 ns of constant 
temperature MD simulation was performed at those temperatures saving coordinates every 5 ps, 
generating 20,000 structures. This was performed three times with different random initial 
velocities. All CHARMM input script files were written in house. 
2.2.6 Hierarchical Clustering 
 A hierarchical clustering method202,203 from scipy204,205 was used to classify structural 
families extracted from MD simulations. For each constant temperature run, 1000 structures were 
selected at regular intervals in 100 ns runs for classification. Pairwise RMSD values were 
calculated for all combinations of structures using an in-house script. Pairwise Euclidean distance 
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matrix was generated using RMSD matrix using SciPy. The resulting distance matrix was then 
used for hierarchical clustering using average method. 
2.2.7 Theoretical CCS Calculations 
 IMPACT137 and IMOS138,139 were used for CCS calculations for model structures. 
IMPACT was used for CCS calculations on all the structures resulting from MD simulations. The 
IMOS diffusive trajectory method, which accounts for diffuse scattering in momentum transfer 
calculation, was used with He gas at 300 K with 50,000 total gas molecules. Non-integer partial 
charges were included in the structure from CHARMM. Overall, IMOS trajectory method 
calculations were employed on 280 total structures from our 300K constant temperature run, with 
20 structures extracted from each peptide system, in order the test and validate the IMPACT results 
obtained. 
2.2.8 Data Analysis 
TWIM ATD data was extracted using TWIMExtract206. For CHARMM output trajectory files, in 
house scripts were written to analyze the trajectories and extract the structures. IM-MS 3D plots 
were generated using Driftscope (Waters, Milford MA). Data was analyzed using python, numpy, 
and scipy204,205. Matplotlib207 was used to generate all the output plots shown in this work. 
2.3 Theory: A Semi-empirical Width and Resolution Expression for TWIM 
 For DTIM separations, Equation 2-1 is an analytical solution to the general transport 
expression that describes the ATD of a single conformation ion species: 
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ere F(z,t) is the function estimating the ATD of an ion, D is diffusion constant, t is arrival time, vd 
is drift velocity, z is the position of the ion in traverse direction, r0 is the radius of the drift tube 
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entrance aperture, and C is a constant that is dependent on the initial formation of ion packet208. 
As discussed above, a similar expression is not currently available for TWIM ATD analyses 152. 
 Generally, we can define the widths of IM ATDs as a sum of a series of band broadening 
terms: 
𝑾 = 𝑾𝑫 +𝑾𝑷 +𝑾𝑺𝑪 +𝑾𝑹𝑿𝑵 +𝑾𝑪 2 − 2 
where W is the width of an IM ATD, and each subscript in Equation 2 indicates the origin of the 
broadening factor indicated, where D is diffusion, P is gate pulse width, SC is space charge, RXN 
is reaction chemistry, and C is conformational heterogeneity exhibited in the timescale of IM 
separation209–211. WSC and WRXN typically have a negligible impact on W, as ion number densities 
are kept low and inert neutrals are used for IM separation. As such, practical estimates of W depend 
only on ion diffusion, pulse width, and conformational heterogeneity. As expressed previously for 
DTIM separations, we  model TWIM peak widths using209: 
𝒘𝟐 = 𝜸 + 𝜷𝒕𝒈𝟐 + 𝜹𝒕𝒅𝒊𝒇𝒇𝟐 2 − 3 
where w is the experimental TWIM ATD width (full width at half the maximum peak height, or 
fwhm), tg is gate pulse width, tdiff is diffusion limited width, and we define δ as a parameter that 
describes any non-diffusion broadening incorporated into the total TWIM peak width model to 
achieve a good fit, referred to below as the conformational broadening parameter. By substituting 
an expression for diffusion-limited TWIM peak width as defined previously152 into Equation 2-3, 
we obtain: 
𝒘𝟐 = 𝜸 + 𝜷𝒕𝒈𝟐 + 𝜹
𝟏𝟔𝒌𝑻𝒗𝒍𝒏𝟐
𝒒𝑳𝑲𝑬𝟐
𝒕𝟐 2 − 4 
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where k is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the temperature, v is wave velocity, q is the charge of the 
ion, L is the length of the TWIM cell, K is ion mobility, E is electric field, and t is arrival time of 
the ion. By simplifying Equation 2-4 we arrive at: 
𝒘𝟐 = 𝜸 + 𝜷𝒕𝒈𝟐 + 𝜶
𝒗
𝑲𝑬𝟐





2 − 6 
In Equations 2-5 and 2-6, α, β, and γ are fitting parameters, where α and (γ + β tg2) are the slope 
and intercept, respectively, obtained from a linear regression between w2 and vt2/KE2. Similarly, β 
is the slope obtained from the linear regression between w2 and tg2 as previously determined in 
DTIM systems209. In contrast to DTIM however, a linear relationship does not exist between w2 
and tg2(Figure I-1), and instead exhibit a complex relationship that is also dependent on other 
factors such as V and v. In order to simplify downstream expressions of TWIM peak width, we set 
β equal to 1 in the analyses reported here. In order to validate this approach, we probed β values 
ranging from 1x10-3 to 1x103, but observed no significant improvement in TWIM ATD fit quality 
(data not shown). 
 In order to effectively utilize Equation 2-5 to predict TWIM peak widths, estimates of ion 
velocities are required to provide ion arrival time values (t). A previous description of TWIM ion 
transport theory152 provides the following relationship between ion mobility, the structure of the 
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Linear regression analysis of Equation 2-8 yields a slope of x2 and an intercept of b (Figure I-3a 
and Table I-2). The V/x ratio shown in Equation 2-8 is equivalent to the effective E an ion 
experiences during its flight during TWIM separation, and can be used in Equation 2-7 to estimate 
TWIM ion arrival times (Figure I-3b and Table I-3). The x values shown in Equations 2-7 and 2-8 
vary as a function of K (Figure I-3c) which necessitates calibration across a range of V and v in 
order to be able to predict TWIM arrival times. 
 We have further extended these empirical equations in order to predict TWIM resolution. 
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IM resolution is typically defined as: 
𝑹 =	
𝒕
𝒘 2 − 10
 
where R is the resolution. Substituting R into Equation 2-9 we produce: 
𝑹§𝟐 = 𝑹𝒑§𝟐 + 𝑹𝒅§𝟐 2 − 11 
where Rp and Rd are the contributions to IM resolution related to the initial ion pulse width and 
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In this work, we test the above empirical sets of equations in order to model the TWIM ATD width 
and resolution for a range of biomolecular ions. In addition, we similarly evaluate the 
conformational broadening parameter δ for specific peptides and protein complexes. 
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2.4 Results and Discussion 
 To test our set of semi-empirical equations 
describing TWIM peak width, we used a series of 
Ac-Alan-Lys peptides , which have previously 
been observed to adopt rigid helical structures in 
the gas phase212,213. Figure 2-1a and 2-1b shows 
TWIM-MS data collected for Ac-Alan-Lys 
peptides contained within our n=19 sample. 
Within this sample, we observe a distribution of 
Ac-Alan-Lys peptides, with n ranging from 6 to 19. 
The appearance of n < 19 peptide signals is likely 
due to the hydrolysis of n=19 peptides under the 
acidic conditions used to dissolve the original 
hydrophobic peptide sample, and such conditions 
mirror those used previously to analyze the gas-
phase structures of these sequences196,212,213. We 
observe both [M+H]+ and [M+2H]2+ peptide ions 
in our IM-MS data, with the latter group detected 
having relatively low signal intensities. Due to the 
significantly larger signal intensity for the singly-
charged peptide ions in our dataset, our detailed 
peak width analysis focuses on these signals 
exclusively. 
Figure 2-1. IM-MS spectra recorded for a Ac-Alan-Lys 
peptide and contour plots of resolution and fwhm as a 
function of V and v for singly-charged Ac-Ala18-Lys peptide. 
a) A mass spectrum recorded for a Ac-Alan-Lys peptide 
where n = 19. b) A plot of TWIM drift time versus m/z, 
where ion intensity denoted by color-coded contour scale as 
indicated, for the same data shown in a. In both a) and b) we 
observe both a singly and a doubly charged series for n = 6 – 
19 of peptides, with the latter series is detected at 
substantially lower signal intensities when compared to the 
former. Contour plots that show the influence of c) resolution 
and d) fwhm as a function of V and v for singly-charged Ac-
Ala18-Lys peptides, with values for both figures of merit 
indicated by the color axis shown. 
 
Figure 2-2. a) A plot of fwhm2 as a function of vt2/KE2 
where linear regression analysis yields α as the slope and (γ 
+ β tg2) as the y-intercept, from Equation 5. The correlation 
coefficient and best fit equation from the linear regression 
analysis is shown on the plot. b) A plot of TWIM resolution 
as a function of E2/v. Color coded trends are shown to 
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 Our peptide TWIM ATD data were acquired for a range of V and v settings at 3.5 mbar of 
pressure in the TWIM cell. ATDs were extracted for individual peptide systems and fitted with a 
Gaussian function to obtain a centroid arrival time, full width half max (fwhm), and resolution 
values, which were calculated using Equation 2-10. A contour plot of resolution and fwhm as a 
function of V and v is shown in figure 2-1c and figure 2-1d, respectively, for Ac-Ala18-Lys1+. In 
this data, the fwhm decreases as V increases and v decreases, reaching a maximum at the smallest 
V and highest v values probed here. On the other hand, the TWIM resolution trend seen in figure 
1c does not mirror the fwhm trend, and instead reaches optimally large values at a V to v ratio of 
0.075-0.125 (Figure I-4), as observed previously for TWIM analyzers211. The resolution values 
observed in this study differ from the ones reported by Giles et al214, which computes resolution 
in CCS space. We computed resolution215 in time space in order to directly link the experimental 
measurement to the semi-empirical model we devised. After adjusting the effective E field to yield 
an accurate estimation of centroid arrival times (Equation 2-8, Figure I-3, and Table I-3), we 
implemented Equations 2-5 and 2-14 to fit our experimental dataset in terms of fwhm and R, 
respectively. Figure 2-2a shows a plot of fwhm2 vs vt2/KE2 for Ac-Ala18-Lys1+ data. Through linear 
regression, and the application of Equation 2-5, we extract an α value for these data, an umbrella 
term that includes conformationally-derived peak broadening, with a strong correlation coefficient 
(R2 = 0.9751) indicating that our model fits the experimental data well. In addition, we utilize the 
standard error resulting from our linear regression to estimate the error associated with δ value 
determined in this way. We compared measured R, Rd, and Rp values with computed resolution R 
values as a function of E2/v in Figure 2-2b. As E2/v increases, Rd increases whereas Rp decreases, 
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as expected. R, which is the weighted sum of Rp and 
Rd from Equation 2-14 models the functional form 
observed experimentally. The red dashed line 
indicates the E2/voptimal value (from Equation 2-15) 
where maximum R is observed is predicted to be 
observed. A summary of the fitting parameters and 
E2/voptimal for all the peptides is shown in Table I-4. 
Figure 2-2c plots measured and computed fwhm as a 
function of E2/v. Computed fwhm values agree well 
with those measured by TWIM, as indicated by the 
linear regression analysis shown. Specifically, our 
semi-empirical TWIM width relationship models the 
fwhm values for the peptides studied here with an 
average relative standard deviation of about 5% 
(Table I-5 and Figure I-5). 
 In order to quantitatively evaluate the peak 
broadening observed in our TWIM peptide data 
related to conformational polydispersity, we evaluated 
the conformational broadening parameter, δ, by 
separating this value from the remainder of the α term 
found in Equation 2-6. When the δ term that describes 
a TWIM peak approaches a value of 1, the width of 
that peak is diffusion limited. Any increase in the δ 
Figure 2-2. Validation of TWIM semi-empirical 
relationship for resolution and fwhm. a) A plot of 
fwhm2 as a function of vt2/KE2 where linear 
regression analysis yields α as the slope and (γ + β tg2) 
as the y-intercept, from Equation 5. The correlation 
coefficient and best fit equation from the linear 
regression analysis is shown on the plot. b) A plot of 
TWIM resolution as a function of E2/v. Color coded 
trends are shown to represent predictions derived from 
our empirical relationships for diffusion-limited 
(green) and initial pulse width limited (blue) TWIM 
resolution. The predicted trend from the complete 
empirical resolution model is also shown (red solid 
line), and exhibits a strong correlation to 
experimentally measured TWIM peak widths (black 
points). The value for E2/voptimal was determined using 
Equation 16, and is indicated on the plot (red, dashed 
line). c) A plot of fwhm as a function of E2/v, where 
TWIM data points (in black) are compared against the 
trend predicted from Equation 3 (red, solid line). The 
inset shows the correlation between TWIM fwhm 
values from both our empirical model and experiment, 
exhibiting an excellent level of correlation and a slope 
of 0.99. 
 
Figure 2-4. A plot of the conformational broadening 
parameter (δ) extracted from our TWIM peak fits as a 
function of number of alanine residues in the peptide 
ions measured. The error bars shown represent the 
experimental error, propagated from the slope of linear 
regression shown in Figure 2a. The dotted horizontal 
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value needed to describe the width of a 
TWIM ATD is, therefore, evidence of non-
diffusional broadening, specifically those 
related to the ensemble of gas-phase 
structures occupied by the ion. Figure 2-3 
displays the δ values for Ac-Alan-Lys 
peptides required to fit the TWIM peak 
widths recorded in our experiments. 
 We observe δ values near to 1 for 
Ac-Alan-Lys peptides where n = 6 – 11, 
indicating negligible contributions to 
observed TWIM peak widths from the peptide conformational ensemble. Furthermore, we observe 
a sharp transition in the magnitude of the δ values required to fit our TWIM peak widths at a 
peptide length of n=12, after which δ values remain above 1.2 for peptides with lengths of n = 13 
– 19.  Some of our TWIM peak widths require δ values slightly below 1 in order to generate 
accurate fits, likely due to minor inaccuracies in our empirical relationships (Table I-5 and Figure 
I-5). We observe a large shift in δ value as the length of the Ac-Alan-Lys1+ peptides increases, 
indicating significant increases in peptide structural heterogeneity for sequences with n >11. This 
result correlates well with previous DTIM measurements, where singly-charged Ac-Alan-Lys ions 
were generally observed to be helical and rigid.  In addition, DTIM widths for similar, singly-
charged polyalanine peptides were reported to scale from diffusion-limited values for short 
sequences, to values 1.5 times higher for n = 20 peptides196. 
Figure 2-3. Conformational broadening parameters of Ac-Alan-
Lys peptides. A plot of the conformational broadening parameter 
(δ) extracted from our TWIM peak fits as a function of number of 
alanine residues in the peptide ions measured. The error bars 
shown represent the experimental error, propagated from the slope 
of linear regression shown in Figure 2a. The dotted horizontal line 
at δ = 1 indicates the expected d value for diffusion limited TWIM 
peak widths. Larger δ values indicate significant conformational 
broadening. 
 
Figure 2-6. a) A trend line analysis of Ac-Ala-Lys CCS data 
plotted as a function of Ala residues contained within the peptide 
(black dot points). Theoretical CCS values representing the mean 
of our MD-generated structural ensembles are also shown, 
computed using the IMPACT (blue diamonds) and IMOS (green 
triangles) trajectory methods. Two linear regression models were 
required to fit the experimental CCS data as indicated by the red 
and blue dashed lines.  b), c) and d) show the clustered CCS 
distributions for Ac-Ala6-Lys peptide ions at 300 K, 400 K, and 
500 K, respectively. e), f), and g) show similarly clustered CCS 
distrib tions for Ac-Ala19-Lys peptide ions at 300 K, 400 K, and 
500 K, respectively. Clusters are numbered as 0 and 1, as referred 
to in the text. Ensembles of overlaid structures extracted from 
clusters are also shown below each CCS distribution plot, and are 
labelled with respect to their cluster of origin.Figure 2-7. A plot of 
the conformational broadening parameter (δ) extracted from our 
TWIM peak fits as a function of number of alanine residues in the 
peptide ions measured. The error bars shown represent the 
expe imental error, propagated from the slope of linear regres ion 
shown in Figure 2a. The dotted horizontal line at δ = 1 indicates 
the expected d value for diffusion limited TWIM peak widths. 
Larger δ values indicate significant conformational broadening. 
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 In order to model the ensemble of 
peptide structures present in our TWIM-MS 
experiments, we utilized MD simulations to 
generate a large population of Ac-Alan-Lys 
peptide structures, equilibrated at 300 K, 400 
K, and 500 K. At each temperature, we 
pooled all low energy structures generated, 
and plotted these as a histogram to create 
CCS distributions, which were subsequently 
fit to Gaussian functions for comparison with 
TWIM datasets (Figure I-6). Weighted mean 
values for each distribution were plotted 
against the number of alanine residues in the 
peptide analyzed, as shown in Figure 2-4a.  
 To further evaluate the quantitative 
agreement between our computed structural 
ensembles and those observed 
experimentally by TWIM, we evaluated the 
weighted mean CCS values generated from 
both IMPACT and IMOS, and observed good 
agreement with experimental CCS values, 
regardless of the temperature used in our MD 
simulations (Figure I-7). Importantly, we find 
Figure 2-4. Theoretical models of Ac-Alan-Lys peptides. a) A 
trend line analysis of Ac-Ala-Lys CCS data plotted as a function 
of Ala residues contained within the peptide (black dot points). 
Theoretical CCS values representing the mean of our MD-
generated structural ensembles are also shown, computed using the 
IMPACT (blue diamonds) and IMOS (green triangles) trajectory 
methods. Two linear regression models were required to fit the 
experimental CCS data as indicated by the red and blue dashed 
lines.  b), c) and d) show the clustered CCS distributions for Ac-
Ala6-Lys peptide ions at 300 K, 400 K, and 500 K, respectively. 
e), f), and g) show similarly clustered CCS distributions for Ac-
Ala19-Lys peptide ions at 300 K, 400 K, and 500 K, respectively. 
Clusters are numbered as 0 and 1, as referred to in the text. 
Ensembles of overlaid structures extracted from clusters are also 
shown below each CCS distribution plot, and are labelled with 
respect to their cluster of origin. 
 
Figure 2-8. Bar graph of δ values needed to fit TWIM peak widths 
recorded for unmodified and BS3 cross-linked Avidin tetramer 
15+ (blue) and 16+ (red) ions. We interpret the initial decreases in 
δ values upon treatment with CXL agents as evidence of rigidified 
protein structures, whereas increases in δ values observed at larger 
BS3 excesses are likely due to the prevalence of dead-end cross-
links under such conditions, as illustrated in the schematic 
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that two linear regression models provide the best fit for the experimental data shown in Figure 2-
4a (Figure I-8) with a first linear trend covering peptides with n = 6-13and a second trend covering 
n = 14-19. Slope values for these two trend lines are 14.9 Å2/Alanine for shorter peptides and 16.5 
Å2/Alanine for those that are longer. We observe similar variance in the fit when the two trends 
described above are restructured so that the first linear regression covers peptides with n=6-12, 
and the second covers those with n = 13-19 (Figure I-8), clearly indicating a shift in CCS increase 
per-alanine value observed at either n = 12 or 13.  Importantly, the transition point recorded for 
our CCS trend lines occurs at the same peptide lengths where we observe a sharp increase in δ 
values in Figure 2-3. 
 In pursuit of a deeper structural interpretation for our TWIM data, we interrogated our MD 
results by classifying the resulting structural ensembles in terms of the conformational families 
produced during our simulations. Hierarchical clustering on a reduced dataset of ~1000 structures 
extracted from each constant temperature run was used to classify structural families. Families 
accounting for greater than 2% of the total population were considered for assessing dynamics 
(Tables I-7 and I-8). Figures 2-4b, 2-4c, and 2-4d show our classification results for n = 6 peptide 
models at 300K, 400K, and 500K, respectively, whereas Figures 2-4e, 2-4f, and 2-4g show 
classifications for n = 19 peptides similarly structured with respect to temperature. In general, our 
simulations reveal broader ranges of ion CCS values for longer peptides, in agreement with our 
TWIM peak width data.  Our cluster analysis indicates that while primarily helical, structural 
heterogeneity occurs in Ac-Alan-Lys peptide ions at their   C-termini (Figure I-9 and Tables I-6, I-
7, and I-8). Notably, MD simulations for shorter peptide sequences, from n = 6-10, contain a 
structural family where helicity is not maintained throughout the peptide.  For example, cluster 1 
in 500K dataset for singly-charged Ac-Ala6-Lys exhibits a more random coil type conformation 
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(Figures 2-4d and I-9). Despite these structural differences, random coil and helical peptide 
families have very similar mean CCS values (Tables I-6, I-7, and I-8). For larger peptides, the 
helical structural families in our MD simulations appear to more completely dominate the 
structural landscape, with significant variations in the C-termini (Figure 2-4e, 2-4f, 2-4g, and 
Figure I-9). While the widths of our MD-generated ensembles in CCS space to not quantitatively 
correlate with our experimental peak widths from TWIM data,  such agreement is not likely given 
the unknown temperatures of the ions measured and the relative simplicity of our simulations 
(Figure I-10)152,216,217. Overall, however, our MD simulations point to the conformational diversity 
of helical peptide ion C-termini as the main driver of the increased δ values observed in Figure 2-
3. 
 The ultimate aim of our TWIM 
width analysis workflow is the rapid 
assessment of protein structural 
heterogeneity. To demonstrate the 
capabilities of our TWIM method, we 
measured δ values for Avidin, a 64 kDa 
homo-tetrameric protein complex, as a 
function of the concentration of added 
CXL reagent in solution. We anticipate 
that CXL reactions will, in general act to 
constrain the Avidin structure, yielding a 
population of gas-phase ion structures of 
reduced structural heterogeneity, and thus decreased δ values. Figure 2-5 shows δ values recorded 
Figure 2-5. Changes in conformational broadening parameter as a 
function of cross-links. Bar graph of δ values needed to fit TWIM peak 
widths recorded for unmodified and BS3 cross-linked Avidin tetramer 
15+ (blue) and 16+ (red) ions. We interpret the initial decreases in δ 
values upon treatment with CXL agents as evidence of rigidified 
protein structures, whereas increases in δ values observed at larger BS3 
excesses are likely due to the prevalence of dead-end cross-links under 
such conditions, as illustrated in the schematic shown. 
 
Figure 2-10. A plot of t/Δt as a function of γ for A) ubiquitin 5+, B) 
cytochrome c 6+, and B) β-lactoglobulin 8+ species. The grey shaded 
regions indicate the spike in t/Δt at γ values of approximately 0.67 and 
0.82.Figure 2-11. Bar graph of δ values needed to fit TWIM peak 
widths recorded for unmodified and BS3 cross-linked Avidin tetramer 
15+ (blue) and 16+ (red) ions. We interpret the initial decreases in δ 
values upon treatment with CXL agents as evidence of rigidified 
protein structures, whereas increases in δ values observed at larger BS3 
excesses are likely due to the prevalence of dead-end cross-links under 
such conditions, as illustrated in the schematic shown. 
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for Avidin as a function the ratio between BS3, a CXL reagent that targets primary amines, and the 
available Lys residues within the Avidin sequence. Remarkably, we note δ values for Avidin ions 
between 10-20 times those observed for Ac-Alan-Lys peptide ions, indicating a dramatically 
increased level of structural polydispersity for the protein complex. As the BS3/Lys ratio is 
increased, we observe a significant decrease in the δ values required to accurately fit our TWIM 
peak widths, indicative of a restrained population of Avidin ion structures across both charge states 
probed.  We note that different δ values are required to fit different Avidin charges states, and that 
changes in Avidin TWIM peak width appear non-uniform across those Avidin charge states probed 
here, indicating that each protein complex charge state is comprised of a unique structural 
ensemble. We observe minimal δ values BS3/Lys ratios of 1.38 and 13.8 for 15+ and 16+ ions 
respectively. As the BS3/Lys ratio is increased beyond 13.8, we further observe an increase in δ 
values for both charge states, indicating an increase in structural polydispersity, likely driven by 
the prevalence of dead-end reaction products known to dominate under such reaction conditions 
previously218–220.  Overall, our Avidin results illustrate the performance of our empirical TWIM 
peak width analysis approach.  The changes in δ we observe match our expectations for CXL 
modified Avidin complex ions, as well as revealing new quantitative insights into gas-phase 
protein complex structures. 
2.5 Conclusions 
 Dynamic ensembles, rather than static structures, dictate the function of active 
biomolecules. The TWIM width analysis approach presented here provides a rapid assay of protein 
structure heterogeneity. We develop and validate a semi-empirical relationship that accurately 
models TWIM ATD widths and resolutions across a wide range of instrument settings. In addition, 
we use this workflow to examine the structure of peptide and protein complex model systems.  By 
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extracting a conformational broadening parameter, δ, from our empirical formulae, we quantified 
the conformational broadening for a series of Ac-Alan-Lys peptides, with n = 6 – 19. Our width 
analyses allowed us to classify these peptide ions into two families in terms of their structural 
heterogeneity, with n=6-11 having δ values indicating a diffusion-limited peak width, and n ≥ 12 
exhibiting δ values congruent with more significant conformational broadening. Furthermore, we 
utilized MD simulations in combination with hierarchical clustering analysis in order to locate the 
source of the structural polydispersity in our TWIM peptide data to the C-terminal regions of the 
longer sequences studied.  Finally, we implemented our TWIM width analysis approach to study 
the influence of chemical cross-linking on the structural ensemble occupied by the Avidin tetramer, 
recovering large δ values that decrease sharply upon CXL treatments, followed by increases at 
when CXL agent excesses drive the formation of dead-end reaction products. Our quantitative 
TWIM peak width analyses also detected charge state dependent effects, indicating the presence 
of distinct structural ensembles for Avidin tetramers previously hidden within iso-CCS TWIM 
features. 
 We envision that our TWIM peak width analysis approach will enable a broad spectrum of 
applications in protein structural biology and biophysics. Examples include, but are not necessarily 
limited to, the study protein aggregation, evaluating the functional ensembles of intrinsically 
disordered proteins (IDPs), and rapidly monitoring the effect of ligand binding on proteins targets. 
Generating accurate estimates of biomolecular ensembles remains a challenge for computational 
biochemistry, and such difficulties extend directly to our ability to accurately model structural 
distributions in vacuo in a manner that corresponds to our TWIM-MS experiments.  Furthermore, 
untangling the influence of charge state on the biomolecular ensembles quantified in our Avidin 
measurements will likely require the long-term application of charge manipulation, high resolution 
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IM, and tandem IM experiments in combination with sophisticated MD simulations. However, it 
is clear from the data presented here that our empirical relationships describing TWIM peak width 
performs well across a wide range of protein analytes, and is accessible rapidly (within seconds) 
of sample introduction. Future applications of TWIM, in combination with other gas-phase 
structural biology approaches, will undoubtedly lead to an improved understanding of the 
structural ensembles associated with function biomolecules. 
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Chapter 3 A novel ion pseudo-trapping phenomenon within traveling wave ion guides 
 
(Equal contributions by: Sugyan M. Dixit, David Langridge (Waters Corporation), and Keith 
Richardson (Waters Corporation)) 
3.1 Introduction 
 Ion mobility (IM) separation has been used for the physical and structural characterization 
of molecules for nearly 50 years221–225. The utility of IM is maximized when coupled to mass 
spectrometry (MS), as both ion size and m/z can be recorded rapidly in a manner that has proven 
to be enabling for areas ranging from food analyses to tissue imaging.226–228 In recent years, IM-
MS has gained traction as an approach for the system-wide analyses of cellular constituents229–232 
and in structural biology124,189,233 due to its ability to obtain orientationally averaged collision 
cross-section (CCS) values used as restraints for bimolecular modeling145,193,234. Moreover, the 
development of commercial instruments, including those that incorporate drift tube IM (DTIM), 
differential mobility, traveling wave IM (TWIM), trapped IM spectrometry (TIMS), and structures 
for lossless ion manipulation (SLIM) devices, has spurred the widespread use of IM-MS over the 
past decade125. 
 The introduction of TWIM technology197 coupled to MS in a quadrupole/TWIM/oa-TOF 
platform 148 acted to significantly expand the user base of IM-MS technology190. A TWIM device 
is comprised of a radio frequency (RF) ion guide with repeating DC pulses applied to a pair (or 
two pairs) of ring electrodes sequentially in the device creating a traveling wave electric field (E). 
Higher mobility ion species are overtaken by the waves, resulting in a “roll-over” event, less often 
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than low mobility species.  The latter ions, thus, travel more slowly through a TWIM separator 
than the former,  enabling a mobility-based separation151,197,235–237. However, due to the dynamic 
field and complex ion motion involved, obtaining an ion mobility value directly from observed 
TWIM arrival time distributions (ATDs) remains challenging. This necessitates the calibration of 
TWIM drift times using reference CCS values obtained from DTIM. Several studies have 
described the development of TWIM CCS calibration strategies using data acquired for various 
standards including small drug-like molecules238, sugars239, lipids240, polynucleotides241, 
peptides242, proteins, and protein complexes243. Although several pioneering studies have 
developed theoretical frameworks that have enabled deeper insights into understanding the ion 
motion in TWIM152,153,198,199, there are still deficiencies that make it challenging to predict 
characteristics of TWIM ATDs as well as obtain CCSs directly from TWIM measurements. 
 Here we observe and theoretically describe a novel pseudo-trapping effect within TW ion 
guides with implications for both TWIM separations and CCS determinations. The effect of 
pseudo-trapping can be observed experimentally as a sharp increase in IM resolving power, 
defined as t/Δt, where t and Δt are the centroid and fwhm of TWIM ATDs, respectively. Ion 
trajectory simulations during pseudo-trapping show a specific and repetitive pattern of motion 
causing ions that have different mobilities to travel with the same mean velocity. We present our 
theoretical frameworks to predict and describe such pseudo-trapping in TWIM. Theory and 
simulations suggest that TW waveforms that are not perfectly sinusoidal and smoothly moving can 
exhibit the pseudo-trapping behavior we describe. We conclude by describing the impact of 





 Ubiquitin (U6253), cytochrome c (C2506), β-lactoglobulin (L7880), and D, L polyalanine 
(P9003) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, USA. Protein samples were prepared in 200 mM 
ammonium acetate solution at a concentration of 5 μM. Polyalanine was dissolved in 
49.5%/49.5%/1% water/acetonitrile/acetic acid solution at 1 mg/ml final concentration. 
3.2.2 TWIM-MS 
All data was collected using a Synapt G2 instrument platform (Waters, Millford MA) 
214,244. Briefly, ions were generated using nano electrospray ionization (nESI) and then pulsed into 
the TWIM cell. TWIM device was operated at a pressure of 3.5 mbar with a combination of both 
He and N2 gas present. TWIM-MS data was acquired at values of wave amplitude (V) ranging 
from 20 to 40 V and values of wave velocity (v) ranging from 200 to 1000 m/s. After ions transit 
the TWIM cell, they are transferred to an orthogonal acceleration (oa) time of flight (ToF) mass 
analyzer through a TW ion guide. TWIM ATDs are recorded through synchronization of oa-ToF 
acquisition with the gated release of ions from the trap into the TWIM cell. CCS was calibrated at 
all V and v conditions using methods previously described155. 
3.2.3 SIMION Simulations 
 SIMION 8.1200 was used to model ion transport within the TWIM cell197. By fixing ions to 
only axial direction, and removing RF confinement and velocity relaxation, a simplified 1 
dimensional (1D) model was employed to study the ion traces and investigate the effects of 
anharmonicity and wave stepping. A full off-axis 3 dimensional model (3D) with RF confinement, 
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SDS gas model for diffusion, and velocity relaxation was also used. About ~1000 or more 
trajectories were created to accumulate a sufficient distribution of drift time values for analysis. 
3.2.4 Data Analysis 
 TWIM ATD data was extracted using TWIMExtract206. ATDs were fitted with a Gaussian 
function to obtain t and Δt. CCS was calibrated using a power-law function as described 
previously155. Data were analyzed using python, numpy, and scipy204,205 with in-house written 
scripts. Matplotlib207 was used to generate all the plots. 
3.3 Theory: A predictive model for pseudo-trapping in TWIM 
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k is the wave number, K is ion mobility, and V0 is the amplitude of the wave potential.  
Pseudo-trapping appears to occur when T is an integer number m of wave steps 
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ds is the step distance. 


















3 − 6 
Therefore, we predict pseudo-trapping in TW ion guides at 
𝛄 = ×𝟏 −
𝐧𝟐
𝐦𝟐
	𝐨𝐧𝐥𝐲	𝐟𝐨𝐫	𝐦 > 𝐧 3 − 7 
3.4 Theory: A model system describing pseudo-trapping in TWIM 
In the absence of velocity relaxation, the following differential equation describes the ion’s motion 
in a general time-dependent electric field in TW reference frame 237 
𝐝𝐳
𝐝𝐭
= 𝛄𝐬𝐢𝐧𝐳 − 𝟏 3 − 8 
where  
𝐳 = 𝐤𝐱 − 𝛚𝐭 + 	𝛗 3 − 9 
k is the wavenumber, ω is the angular frequency, and φ is a phase constant. 
In this reference frame, wave steps look like a time dependent phase shift as following 
𝐝𝐳
𝐝𝐭
= 𝛄 𝐬𝐢𝐧Á𝐳 + 𝛅(𝐭)Â − 𝟏 3 − 10 










3 − 11 
By taking only the first term from the expansion in Eq. 3-11, we can use δ(t) to describe a wave 
that oscillates back and forth in the TW frame: 
𝛅(𝐭) = −𝛇𝐜𝐨𝐬𝛀𝐭 3 − 12 
where ζ is the amplitude of oscillation in z, and Ω is the angular frequency. 
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By adding anharmonicity to Eq. 3-8 the following describes our model system capable of 
reproducing pseudo-trapping in TW reference frame: 
𝐝𝐳
𝐝𝐭
= 𝛄 𝐬𝐢𝐧Á𝐳 + 𝛅(𝐭)Â + 𝐚𝐬𝐢𝐧𝟑Á𝐳 + 𝛅(𝐭)Â − 𝟏 3 − 13 
where a is the anharmonicity scaling factor. The introduction of anharmonicity in our model 
allows us to investigate the role of non-ideal TW form in pseudo-trapping. 
 
3.5 Results and Discussion 
 During our previous efforts to establish 
an empirical model for describing TWIM 
ATDs245, we observed an aberrant trend in t/Δt at 
certain TW amplitudes and velocities. Figure 3-
1a, b, and c show t/Δt as a function of γ for 
ubiquitin 5+, cytochrome c 6+, and β-
lactoglobulin 8+ ions, respectively. The trend 
seen in Figure 3-1 agrees well with our previous 
model 245 except at γ values of 0.67 and 0.82 , 
where we observe a significant increase in t/Δt, 
which translates to a 63%, 100%, and 200% 
increase in apparent TWIM resolving power for 
ubiquitin 5+, cytochrome c 6+, and β-
lactoglobulin 8+ ions, respectively, at a γ value of 
0.67. Enhancements in apparent TWIM resolving 
power are lessened at a γ value of 0.82, with t/Δt 
Figure 3-1. Experimental observation of spikes in t/Δt as a 
function of γ. A plot of t/Δt as a function of γ for A) ubiquitin 
5+, B) cytochrome c 6+, and C) β-lactoglobulin 8+ species. The 
grey shaded regions indicate the spike in t/Δt at γ values of 
approximately 0.67 and 0.82. 
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increases of less than 20% in all cases at. This, to our knowledge, is the first observation of such 
abrupt changes in TWIM resolving power. In order to begin ascribing a mechanism to the 
observations shown in Figure 3-1, we first invested the role of potential ion heating induced 
structural changes on TWIM resolving power values 
at the g values indicated above. We calculated the field 
strengths necessary to remain within  “low-field” 
conditions for the ions investigated in this study using 
previously described formulae 153. The large number 
of rotation and vibrational degrees of freedom found 
in the protein ions studied here make it highly unlikely 
for significant ion heating to occur under our 
experimental conditions. We therefore interpret in the 
abrupt increases in t/Δt observed in Figure 3-1 as 
evidence of pseudo-trapping within TW ion guides. 
 The numerical models and simulations 
described above are able to successfully reproduce the 
changes in t/Dt displayed in Figure 3-1. Figure 3-2a 
shows γ values computed using Eq. 3-5 that are 
predicted to produce apparent increases in TWIM 
resolving power due to pseudo-trapping. Specifically, 
when the appropriate number of wave steps per unit 
wavelength are input into the model (a value of 4 for 
the Synapt G2 platform used to collect the data shown 
Figure 3-2. Prediction of spike using numerical and 
simulation models. A plot of spike positions in γ using Eq. 
5. (A) and using 1D SIMION simulation (B) with a 3 mm 
wave step for denatured cytochrome c 19+ ion. C) A plot 
of t/Δt as a function of γ using 3D SIMION simulation for 
denatured ubiquitin, native ubiquitin, and poyalanine141+ 
ions. 
 
Figure 3-3. A) A plot of ion transit time as a function of 
TW volts. The plateau in time indicates the pseudo-
trapping. B) and C) are histogram plots showing ion 
intensity as a function of ion position w.r.t. TW frame at 
TW amplitudes of 22 V and 25 V, respectively. The insets 
in these figures show the ion traces with a plot of ion 
position w.r.t. TW frame as a function of time. D) A plot 
of TW field and potential as a function of axial 
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in Figure 3-1), we predict that pseudo trapping occurs at g values of 0.60, 0.74, and 0.82, where m 
= 5, 6, and 7, respectively, from Eq. 3-5. To perform similar predictions using our simplified 1D 
SIMION simulations using a 3 mm step wave, two ions of identical K were created 0.5 mm apart 
at the start of the simulation run, tracked over a range of TW voltages. Figure 3-2b plots the inverse 
of the time difference between these two test ions (1(/t2-t1)) over a range of γ values. At g values 
similar to those discussed above in the context of Figure 3-2a, the difference in drift time between 
the two test ions becomes small, causing large increases in 1/(t2-t1). Predicted g values for ion 
pseudo-trapping in Figures 3-2a and 3-2b match those observed experimentally (Figure 3-1). 
Finally, using a 3D velocity relaxed SIMION model, we obtained simulated distributions of ion 
arrival times for denatured ubiquitin 7+, native ubiquitin 5+, and polyalanine141+ ions. A plot of 
t/Δt values obtained from these simulations as a function of γ for is shown in Figure 3-2c. As 
above, we observe dramatic increases in t/Δt at γ values that match experimental observations 
from Figure 3-1. 
In order to investigate ion pseudo-trapping within TW ion guides in additional detail, we 
utilized our 1D SIMION model to produce ion trajectories for cytochrome c 19+ ions at TW 
amplitudes ranging from 22 V to 27 V. Figure 3-3a shows the ion arrival time as a function of TW 
amplitude for these 1D simulations. As TW amplitude is increased, we observe a general decrease 
in ion transit time. However, we observe a plateau in ion residence time between TW amplitude 
values of 24.3 V to 25.6 V. Over this range of TW amplitudes ions are traveling at the same 
velocity in our simulations and are, thus, pseudo-trapped within the guide. We examined ion trace 
data at simulated TW amplitudes positioned either within or outside of this plateau region (Figure 
3-3b and 3-3c). We observe that the density of ion positions is greater on the crest of the TW field 
front than at other positions within the TW reference frame, eluding to the fact that ions are 
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experiencing roll-over events as is expected in 
TWIM separation (Figure 3-3b). However, during 
pseudo-trapping, we observe a sharp peak of ion 
intensity at 3 mm with respect to (w.r.t.) the TW 
frame. By interrogating the ion trace as a function 
of time (Figure 3-3c inset), we observe ions 
experiencing a repeating pattern of ion motion, 
where 20% of the ion population inhabits specific 
position in the TW reference frame. It is clear that 
ion motion captured during our simulations can 
adequately explain our experimental observation 
(Figure 3-1), as the repeating pattern of ion motion 
we identify in Figure 3-3c leads our test ions to 
both travel with the same mean velocity across a 
range of TW potentials and diminished diffusional 
broadening due to a reduction in the net spatial 
distribution of ion positions within the TW ion 
guide. 
 In order to understand the origin of 
pseudo-trapping in TWIM, we used our simulations and theoretical model to investigate the 
contribution of the TW field to the overall phenomenon. Figure 3-4a plots the average period T 
(using Eq. 3-13) as a function of γ employing various anharmonicity scaling factors (a). When a 
perfectly sinusoidal waveform is used (a=0), T increases smoothly with increasing γ (Figure 3-
Figure 3-3. Investigation of pseudo ion trapping region 
using ion trajectory simulations. A) A plot of ion transit time 
as a function of TW volts. The plateau in time indicates the 
pseudo-trapping. B) and C) are histogram plots showing ion 
intensity as a function of ion position w.r.t. TW frame at TW 
amplitudes of 22 V and 25 V, respectively. The insets in 
these figures show the ion traces with a plot of ion position 
w.r.t. TW frame as a function of time. D) A plot of TW field 
and potential as a function of axial position. 
 
Figure 3-5. A) A plot of average period T as a function of γ 
at va ious anharmonicity scaling factor a values generated 
using Eq. 3-13. The width of the plateau in γ increases as a 
function of a. B) Plot showing plateau width in % γ as a 
function of wave step distance using 1D SIMION 
simulation.Figure 3-6. A) A plot of ion transit time as a 
function of TW volts. The plateau in time indicates the 
pseudo-trapping. B) and C) are histogram plots showing ion 
intensity as a function of ion position w.r.t. TW frame at TW 
amplitudes of 22 V and 25 V, respectively. The insets in 
these figures show the ion traces with a plot of ion position 
w.r.t. TW frame as a function of time. D) A plot of TW field 
and potential as a function of axial position. 
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4a). However, when anharmonicity is increased, a 
plateau in T develops over a range of γ values (Figure 
3-4a). The range of γ values for which T remains 
constant also increases with increasing a (Figure 3-
4a). From our 1D SIMION simulation, we 
investigated the plateau in T as a function of TW step 
distance (Figure 3-4b) and observed that the plateau 
width increases as a function of increasing step 
distance (Figure 3-4b). Thus, both our theoretical 
model and simulations suggest that non-ideal TWs, 
that lack a perfectly sinusoidal shape or a smoothly 
moving wave, contributes the pseudo-trapping of 
ions. 
 Finally, we investigated how pseudo-
trapping of ions in TWIM affects calibrated CCS values. We determined experimental CCS values 
of cytochrome c 6+ and β-lactoglobulin 8+ ions using calibration over a broad range of γ values. 
Figure 3-5a shows the correlation coefficient R2 from the CCS calibration as a function of γ. The 
R2 values determined are in excess of 0.99 at g values either insufficient or greater than those to 
drive TW pseudo-trapping, but R2 decreases to 0.956 at a g value of ~0.67, which is associated 
with pseudo-trapping (Figure 3-5a). This indicates that the fitness of TWIM CCS calibration is 
adversely affected when calibrant ions undergo pseudo-trapping. Figure 3-5b plots the error in 
predicted CCS values for cytochrome c 6+ and β-lactoglobulin 8+ ions as a function of γ values. 
The experimental CCS values are within 1.5% of reference values for cytochrome c 6+ and β-
Figure 3-4. Effect of anharmonicity and wave step 
distance on the average period T. A) A plot of average 
period T as a function of γ at various anharmonicity 
scaling factor a values generated using Eq. 3-13. The 
width of the plateau in γ increases as a function of a. B) 
Plot showing plateau width in % γ as a function of wave 
step distance using 1D SIMION simulation. 
 
Figure 3-7. A) A plot of R2 vs. γ showing the goodness 
of fit for calibration across a range of TW conditions. R2 
decreases during pseudo-trapping in TWIM. B) A plot 
of deviation (%) in CCS for predicted values from 
calibration vs. γ  for cytochrome c 6+ (green) and β-
lactoglobulin 8+ (blu ) sp cies where dots are 
experimental data and dashed lines are simulated data. 
The magnitude of CCS deviation increases during 
pseudo-trapping.Figure 3-8. A) A plot of average 
period T as a function of γ at various anharmonicity 
scaling factor a values generated using Eq. 3-13. The 
width of the plateau in γ increases as a function of a. B) 
Plot showing plateau width in % γ as a function of wave 
step distance using 1D SIMION simulation. 
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lactoglobulin 8+ ions under all conditions not associated 
with peudo-trapping (Figure 3-5b). However, during 
pseudo-trapping, the magnitude of CCS deviation 
increases up to 3% and 5% for cytochrome c 6+ and β-
lactoglobulin 8+ ions, respectively (Figure 3-5b). We also 
performed CCS calibrations using ion transit times 
extracted from our 3D SIMION model. The trends in CCS 
deviation from these simulated data matches well with 
that observed for the experimental data as shown in Figure 
3-5b. This indicates that pseudo-trapping can significantly 
alter ion transit times in TWIM leading to CCS 
calibrations of reduced accuracy. 
 Overall, this work suggests that TW pseudo-
trapping of ions should be avoided in order to obtain 
reliable and accurate ATDs from TWIM analyzers. Under 
fixed TW amplitude and velocity conditions as long as 
v/Vreq > 370 K, where Vreq is the desired wave amplitude, 
is satisfied, pseudo-trapping effects are not observed. 
Pseudo-trapping is also eliminated when TWIM is operated under ramped TW amplitude or 
velocity conditions.246 
 
Figure 3-5. Effect of pseudo ion trapping in 
TWIM CCS calibration. A) A plot of R2 vs. γ 
showing the goodness of fit for calibration across 
a range of TW conditions. R2 decreases during 
pseudo-trapping in TWIM. B) A plot of deviation 
(%) in CCS for predicted values from calibration 
vs. γ  for cytochrome c 6+ (green) and β-
lactoglobulin 8+ (blue) species where dots are 
experimental data and dashed lines are simulated 
data. The magnitude of CCS deviation increases 
during pseudo-trapping. 
 
Figure 3-9. Performance of the calibration 
methods over a matrix of TWIM conditions for all 
ions. A) Overview of the included molecular 
classes. The head maps show the dependence of % 
RMSE calibration error on TWIM conditions 
using calibration expressions B) power law, C) 
power law + radial, D) blend, and E) blend + radial 
term. In the ‘blend’ calibration, the parameter ‘a’ 
was allowed to vary. Plots F-I) show the 
corresponding CCS deviations obtained by leave 
one species out cross-validation. The solid bars 
are averages over all TWIM conditions and the 
error bars show one standard deviation.Figure 
3-10. A) A plot of R2 vs. γ showing the goodness 
of fit for calibration across a range of TW 
conditions. R2 decreases during pseudo-trapping 
in TWIM. B) A plot of deviation (%) in CCS for 
predicted values from calibration vs. γ  for 
cytochrome c 6+ (green) and β-lactoglobulin 8+ 
(blue) species where dots are experimental data 
and dashed lines are simulated data. The 




 In this study, we present a new development in TWIM theory that identifies conditions 
where pseudo-trapping occurs within TW ion guides. We observe a compression of TWIM ATD 
widths causing a spike in t/Δt values under field conditions predicted to support pseudo-trapping. 
Our numerical models and simulations can reproduce experimental results where we observe 
dramatic increases in apparent TWIM resolving power. By analyzing ion traces from simulations, 
we observe that ions follow a repetitive pattern of motion during pseudo-trapping, spending one 
out of every five wave steps at a position of 3 mm w.r.t. TW frame during pseudo-trapping. This 
leads to ions having slightly different mobilities, or those experiencing slightly different TW 
potentials, to travel with the same mean velocity. We find that non-ideal waveforms, i.e. not 
perfectly sinusoidal and smoothly moving, exhibit pseudo-trapping at high values of γ. During 
pseudo-trapping, the centroid transit time, as well as the width of ion ATDs, are altered, leading 
to a reduction in the accuracy of calibrated CCS values from TWIM analyzers. Thus, in order to 
use TWIM devices to accurately assess CCS, pseudo-trapping conditions must be avoided.   
By combining this work with our previous efforts to model TWIM ATDs, we are now 
approaching a nearly complete understanding of the TWIM peak widths. In the future, we envision 
developing workflows for improved CCS calibration as well as the direct measurement of K from 
the TWIM platforms. Such capabilities would leverage a growing population of TWIM 
analyzers150,247 to perform ever more accurate assessments of ion CCS for applications in complex 
mixture analysis and structural biology. 
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Chapter 4 An improved calibration approach for traveling wave ion mobility 
spectrometry: robust, high-precision collision cross sections 
 
(Equal Contributions by: Sugyan Dixit, David Langridge (Waters Corporation), and Keith 
Richardson (Waters Corporation)) 
4.1 Introduction 
Ion mobility (IM), a gas phase technique that separates analyte ions according to their size 
and charge, is a central technology in modern analytical chemistry, enabling a wide array of both 
quantitative and qualitative measurements in areas including, but not limited to, atmospheric 
chemistry, threat detection, drug discovery, food science, proteomics, and structural biology. In 
many of these areas, IM is coupled directly to mass spectrometry (IM-MS)248–251, creating a two-
dimensional separation technology with synergies that drive improved analyses of complex 
mixtures derived from a variety of sources. In time-dispersive IM-MS instrument platforms, ions 
are pulsed into the IM cell containing neutral gas at a controlled pressure. Under the influence of 
a weak electric field (E), ions undergo several collisions with gas molecules causing them to 
separate according to their ion-neutral collision cross-sections (CCS).127 The time required for an 
ion to traverse such an IM separator  (td) can be used to calculate its CCS. Many IM platforms are 
capable of providing CCS values, including: drift tube IM (DTIM), travelling wave IM (TWIM), 
differential mobility analyzer (DMA), and trapped IM (TIM).125 Several research groups have used 
IM-MS measurements to build large, high-quality CCS libraries242,243,252–254 which can be used as 
molecular descriptors for identifying unknowns or as restraints to generate three-dimensional 
structure models.255,256 While such CCS databases add significant utility to IM-MS, harmonizing 
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such measurements acquired using different IM methods remains a challenge.253 For example, 
while DTIM utilizes a well-known linear relationship between the separation field and td to extract 
CCS128, similar TWIM conversions currently require the use of a power-law function that is less 
robust.257 Previous reports have detailed many challenges associated with TWIM CCS calibration, 
which include the optimal selection of both calibrants and experimental conditions to achieve 
accurate TWIM CCS values.257  
 TWIM, since its introduction in 2004147 and commercialization in 2006148, has been one of 
the most widely used IM platforms.125 TWIM utilizes a series of DC waves in a gas-filled stacked 
ring ion guide to separate ions. Higher mobility ion species are overtaken by the waves less often 
than lower mobility species and thus travel faster, thus enabling a mobility-based separation.151 
Although TWIM-MS provides a useful platform for rapid gas-phase separations, the understanding 
surrounding the theoretical details of ion transport necessary to robustly convert TWIM arrival 
times to CCS values is currently lacking. Despite this, many studies have shown experimentally 
that average TWIM ion velocities correlate well with CCS values from DTIM measurements.257  
TWIM theory has developed steadily since the initial introduction of the technology, beginning 
with expressions describing average ion velocity and resolving power,152 with more recent 
additions including advancements in computational frameworks for TWIM CCS calibration199 and 
empirical predictive expressions for TWIM peak width.245  Most recently, a physics-based model 
of TWIM ion transport was developed incorporating velocity relaxation and TW anharmonicity.237  
  In this report, we describe a new TWIM calibration method based in-part on recent 
advancements in TWIM theory,237 that yields TWIM CCS values  across a significantly broader 
range of analyte molecules and TW conditions with dramatically improved accuracies, precisions 
and robustness when compared to previous power-law calibration procedures. In addition, our new 
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calibration procedure obviates the need to carefully select calibrant ions and instrument conditions, 
supports TW amplitude as well as velocity-ramped data, and performs well on the recently 
described Cyclic TWIM instrument configuration. We benchmarked our new calibration workflow 
using a variety of molecules including small molecules, lipids, peptides, proteins, and protein 
complexes, measured under a wide range of instrument conditions. We conclude by evaluating the 
current state-of-the-art for high-precision CCS measurements, and discuss the future promise and 
challenges that such measurements represent. 
 
4.2 Experimental Section 
4.2.1 Materials and Reagents 
Ubiquitin (U6253), cytochrome c (C2506), b-lactoglobulin (L7880), avidin (A9275), 
bovine serum albumin (BSA) (P7656), transthyretin (P1742), concanavalin A (ConA) (C2010), 
alcohol dehydrogenase (ADH) (A7011), pyruvate kinase (PVK) (P9136), and glutamate 
dehydrogenase (GDH) (G7882) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, USA. For native-like ions, 
protein samples were prepared in 200 mM ammonium acetate and sprayed at a final concentration 
of 5 µM. For denatured protein ions, samples were prepared in methanol/water/acetic acid 
(49%/49%/2%) solution. D, L Polyalanine (Sigma-Aldrich, P9003) was prepared at a 
concentration of 1mg/ml in acetonitrile/water/acetic acid (49.5%/49.5%/1%) solution. Reverse 
peptides SDGRG (Sigma-Aldrich, S3771) and GRGDS (Sigma-Aldrich, G4391) were prepared in 
water/methanol/acetic acid (49%/49%/2%) solution. Egg sphingomyelin (SM) (860061C), 18:1 
(D9-Cis) 1, 2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine (DOPE) (850725C), 14:0 1,2-
dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DMPC) (850345C), and 16:0-18:1 1-palmitoyl-2-
oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC) (850457C) were purchased from Avanti Polar 
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Lipids, USA. Lipid samples were prepared in chloroform/methanol/formic acid (90%/9.9%/0.1%) 
solution to a final concentration of 10 µg/ml. Glutathione (Sigma-Aldrich, G4251), l-lysine 
(Sigma-Aldrich, L5501), acetaminophen (Sigma-Aldrich, A7085), and caffeine (Sigma-Aldrich, 
C53) were provided by the Kennedy group at University of Michigan and prepared at 1 mM final 
concertation in water/formic acid (99%/1%) solution. 
4.2.2 Instrumentation 
TWIM ATDs were collected on Waters Synapt G2 IM-MS and Waters Select Series Cyclic 
IM-MS instruments. Instrumentation details can be found elsewhere151,247. Briefly, ions were 
generated using nano electrospray ionization (nESI), and then pulsed into the TWIM cell. For the 
Synapt G2, voltages throughout the instrument were optimized to transmit native protein ions 
without significant activation. TWIM cell was operated at a pressure of ~3.4 mbar (200 ml/min 
and 90 ml/min flow rates for He and N2, respectively) and ATDs were collected at a range of wave 
height and wave velocity conditions. For cyclic IM-MS, data were collected using a single pass 
mobility separation using an IM pressure of ~ 2mbar N2. 
4.2.3 CCS Calibration and Data Processing 
 TWIM ATDs from Synapt G2 were extracted using TWIMExtract206. ATDs were first 
transformed using a one-dimensional Gaussian filter (using Scipy204,205) to convert all signals to 
an IM resolving power of ~10 in order to match reference data.  These modified ATDs were then 
fit using a Gaussian function to determine their centroids. Ion arrival times were corrected for ion 
travel within the time of flight mass analyzer as described previously.244 These values served as 
the inputs for CCS calibrations. 
We performed TWIM CCS calibrations using the following functions: 1) power law, 2) power law 
+ radial correction, 3) blend, and 4) blend + radial correction (Refer to the Theory section below 
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for detailed definitions for each function). Calibrations using functions 1 and 2 were carried out 
using custom python script using modules from numpy and scipy, whereas calibrations using 
equations 3 and 4 were carried out using IMSCal written in C. IMSCal uses a Bayesian inference 
method to predict CCS values with prior distributions pre-determined based on some of the data 
contained in this report. Reference CCS values for calibrations discussed below were taken from 
various published databases.243,253 Leave-one-out cross-validation was carried out by creating 
calibration sets and eliminating data associated with one chemical species (including all relevant 
charge states) and using this modified dataset as input for CCS predictions. All calibrations were 
performed in an automated manner using custom python scripts. All calibrated CCS data were 
analyzed using custom python scripts using Numpy and Scipy libraries.204,205 Matplotlib207 was 
used to generate all the data figures shown in this work. 
 
4.3 Theory and Modelling of Travelling Wave Ion Mobility 
In an ideal experiment, the measured transit time of an ion through a TWIM device would 
be sufficient to determine its ion mobility and, consequently, its CCS. This is difficult in practice 
because the three dimensional motion of ions in typical TWIM devices is complicated, whereas 
practical implementations of TWIM currently utilize waves that move forward in steps rather than 
smoothly, and the temperature and pressure of TWIM separators are not usually known. The 
established method of calibration155 of TWIM data utilizes an empirically determined power-law 
relationship, equivalent to the following expression: 
𝑣é#$êêêêê = 𝑣;#ë&<êêêêêêêê(𝑏, 𝑐) = 𝑏𝐾í 4 − 1 
where 𝑣é#$êêêêê is the measured average ion velocity in the TWIM device (corrected for any known 
time offsets), 𝐾 is the ion mobility, and 𝑏 and 𝑐 are calibration parameters. 
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The combined theoretical and modelling approach that underpins the advances made in 
this report has been described in detail elsewhere.237 Here, we give a very brief summary of the 
previous theory that we build upon to produce our finalized calibration functions.  Ultimately, we 
aim to construct a calibration function which includes as much of the known physics of the device 
as is reasonably possible, but also allows for sufficient additional freedom to allow it to describe 
the motion of ions in real devices. We begin by considering an idealized one dimensional smoothly 
moving travelling wave within a TWIM device, having constant wave velocity and amplitude. 
Translating this expression into the frame of reference of the moving wave, the motion of ions in 
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𝐾 is the ion mobility, 𝑉- is the on-axis wave amplitude, 𝑣 is the wave velocity, 𝜆 is the wave-
length, and 𝑚/𝑞 is the mass-to-charge ratio of the ion. In experiments focused on small molecules 
conducted under typical TWIM conditions, 𝛼 is small, and the approximation 𝛼 = 0 is often 
appropriate. In this case, the ion velocity in the laboratory frame depends only on 𝛾 and is given 
by 𝑣é#$êêêêê = 𝑣(1 − 𝜔-) where 𝜔- = Í1 − 𝛾/. For large molecules such as proteins, however, 
velocity relaxation effects corresponding to ion acceleration and deceleration cannot usually be 
ignored, resulting in measured td values that depend upon 𝛼 and, therefore, 𝑚/𝑞. Although eq. 4-
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2 cannot be solved exactly in this case, it can be shown (extending previous results237) that for 
arbitrary 𝛾 and small 𝛼 the resulting average ion velocity in the laboratory frame is, to order 𝛼A. 
 This expression gives velocities matching numerical solutions of eq. 4-2 to within 0.5% 
for 𝛼 < 0.4. However, for large protein complexes, we often use 𝛼	~	1 and 𝛾 ≪ 1. Therefore, we 


















£ 4 − 4  
This expression is accurate to within 0.5% for 𝛾 < 0.55. A single expression for average ion 
velocity (that maintains our target accuracy for all conditions that we are likely to encounter in 
routine TWIM experiments) is obtained by combining these two expansions as follows 
𝑣"6&$%êêêêêêêê =
𝛾$
𝛾$ + 𝛼: 𝑣ø,Aêêêêê +
𝛼:
𝛾$+𝛼: 𝑣õ,Aêêêêê 4 − 5
 
where the choice 𝑚 = 8 and 𝑛 = 12 maintain accuracy relative to the numerical solution. 
For the reasons given above, the motion of real ions is not exactly described by eq. 4-2, 
and thus we have found it necessary to introduce additional freedom in eq. 4-5 to promote high-
quality TWIM CCS calibration. A natural choice, given the uncertainties involved in TWIM 
pressures and temperatures, is simply to replace the parameters 𝛼 and 𝛾 with 𝑎𝛼 and 𝑔𝛾, 
respectively, to give a function 𝑣"6&$%êêêêêêêê(𝑎,𝑔). The new calibration parameters are expected to have 
values close to unity, which aides numerical fitting routines. 
 In addition to the velocity relaxation effects described above, detailed ion optical modelling 
reveals that different populations of ions can take up different radial distributions in RF-confined 
TWIM devices. For example, singly charged peptide ions are generally less well confined than 
multiply charged peptide ions of the same mobility.259 As a consequence, such ions are, on average, 
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closer to electrodes that produce the travelling waves and effectively experience larger E. Our 
simulation suggests that this effect can be accommodated by multiplying the average ion velocity 
by an additional correction factor to give 
𝑣"6&$%÷<4%é46êêêêêêêêêêêêêêêê(𝑎,𝑔, 𝑑) = 𝑒
&
√(𝑣"6&$%êêêêêêêê(𝑎,𝑔) 4 − 6  
and 
𝑣"6&$%÷;#ë&<êêêêêêêêêêêêêêêê(𝑏, 𝑐, 𝑑) = 𝑒
&
√(𝑣;#ë&<êêêêêêêê(𝑏, 𝑐) 4 − 7  
where 𝑑 is an additional calibration parameter. In the remainder of the paper we investigate and 
compare calibrations obtained utilizing the forms 𝑣;#ë&<êêêêêêêê(𝑏, 𝑐),(power law) 
𝑣;#ë&<÷<4%é46êêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêê(𝑏, 𝑐, 𝑑), (power law + radial) 𝑣"6&$%êêêêêêêê(𝑎,𝑔), (blend),  and 𝑣"6&$%÷<4%é46êêêêêêêêêêêêêêêê(𝑎,𝑔, 𝑑) 
(blend + radial) 
 
4.4 Results and Discussion 
 To test the four TWIM CCS calibration functions above, we performed large scale 
calibrations using a pool of analyte ions containing native-like proteins, denatured proteins, 
peptides, and small molecules and metabolites (Figure 4-1A). The distribution of ions and their 
CCS values are shown in Figure 4-1A. Also, we collected TWIM data across a wide range of wave 
height (WH) and wave velocity (WV) conditions. We first examined the calibration error as the 
per cent root mean square error in CCS (% CCS RMSE) by including all the ions in the calibrant 
set. TWIM CCS calibrations utilizing the power law function produced the greatest % CCS RMSE 
values across most WV values (Figure 4-1B). For example, we observe a maximum error of 8.15 
% at 1000 m/s and 35 V, while achieving a minimum error of 1.39 % at 400 m/s and 20 V, similar 
to previous reports.260 Adding a radial correction term to the power law TWIM CCS calibration 
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function does not significantly improve the errors encountered, as evidenced by the similar trend 
Figure 4-1. Performance of the calibration methods over a matrix of TWIM conditions for all ions. A) Overview of the 
included molecular classes. The head maps show the dependence of % RMSE calibration error on TWIM conditions 
using calibration expressions B) power law, C) power law + radial, D) blend, and E) blend + radial term. In the ‘blend’ 
calibration, the parameter ‘a’ was allowed to vary. Plots F-I) show the corresponding CCS deviations obtained by leave 
one species out cross-validation. The solid bars are averages over all TWIM conditions and the error bars show one 
standard deviation. 
 
Figure 4-2. Performance of the calibration methods over a matrix of TWIM conditions for all ions. A) Overview of the 
included molecular classes. The head maps show the dependence of % RMSE calibration error on TWIM conditions 
using calibration expressions B) power law, C) power law + radial, D) blend, and E) blend + radial term. In the ‘blend’ 
calibration, the parameter ‘a’ was allowed to vary. Plots F-I) show the corresponding CCS deviations obtained by leave 
one species out cross-validation. The solid bars are averages over all TWIM conditions and the error bars show one 
standard deviation. 
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in % CCS RMSE observed in Figure 4-1C. Next, we evaluated the CCS calibration errors 
associated with using the blend function (Figure 4-1D), where we achieve significantly reduced % 
CCS RMSE values when compared with power law functions. We do not detect any WV 
dependency in calibration accuracy using this function, which yields an average % CCS RMSE 
value of 1.60 ± 0.16 %, significantly lower than that achieved for power law functions. The blend 
+ radial function performs similarly to blend function, but exhibits an improved % CCS RMSE 
value of 1.50 ± 0.16 % (Figure 4-1D). Taken together, our data supports significantly improved 
CCS precisions and accuracies can be extracted from blend-based functions when compared with 
those based on the power law function. 
 We continued to evaluate and compare blend and power-law calibration functions by 
performing cross-validation tests of each across all TWIM conditions in an effort to assess their 
robustness. In our cross-validation approach, we iteratively left one species out of the calibrant set 
and treated those ions as “unknowns”. Figure 4-1F and 4-1G show the deviation in measured CCSs 
when compared to database values244,253 for unknown ions using the power law and power law + 
radial functions, respectively. Without the radial correction term, we observe systematic negative 
errors for power-law calibrations associated with low molecular weight ions, and switching to 
large positive deviations for larger ions (Figure 4-1F). Incorporating a radial correction factor 
reduces the errors encountered for low molecular weight species s. For instance, all the ions 
measured in polyalanine series and small molecule dataset exhibit % CCS deviations of ± 4%. 
However, the radial term does not improve errors associated with high molecular weight species 
relative to those observed for the unmodified power law (Figure 4-1G). The blend and blend + 
radial functions both produce dramatically reduced % CCS deviations when compared to power-
law functions, producing values within ± 5% (Figure 4-1H and 4-1I). In addition, no evidence of 
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systematic error based on ion molecular weight is 
observed. Both blend functions both perform similarly in 
a general sense, producing average % absolute CCS 
deviation values of 1.21 ± 0.91% and 1.27 ± 0.98%. 
Overall, cross-validation data suggests that blend CCS 
calibration functions exhibit superior robustness when 
compared to equivalent power-law functions.  
 We then examined the extent of precision, 
accuracy and robustness provided by TWIM CCS 
calibration functions for the specific molecular classes 
included in our overall dataset using cross-validation as 
above. Figure 4-2 displays the % CCS deviation values 
determined using all four calibration functions for each 
molecular class encompassed in our analysis, including: 
all ions, small molecules and metabolites, peptides, and 
native proteins. For this analysis, and the rest of the 
analyses in this report, we fixed the a parameter found in 
the blend and blend + radial functions so that it scaled 
linearly from 0.89 to 1.17 as wave velocity is increased 
from 300 to 1000 m/s. This scaling function was used to 
reduce over-fitting of TWIM data. As discussed in the 
context of Figure 4-1, the analysis shown in Figure 4-2 highlights the large CCS deviations 
produced using power law and power law + radial functions, which stands in contrast to those 
Figure 4-2. Comparison of all-molecule and 
molecule class-specific calibrations produced 
using power law and blend functions with and 
without the radial correction term. In both blend 
calibrations, the parameter 'a' was scaled linearly 
using a = 0.0004*WV + 0.77 
 
Figure 4-3. Leave one species out cross validation 
of all-ion calibra io  ata obtained using cyclic 
TWIM instrument. A) Power law with radial term, 
B) blend with radial term. The parameter 'a' was 
fixed at a value of 1.Figure 4-4. Comparison of 
all-molecule and molecule class-specific 
calibrations produced using power law and blend 
functions with and without the radial correction 
term. In both blend calibrations, the parameter 'a' 
was scaled linearly using a = 0.0004*WV + 0.77 
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observed for the blend and blend + radial calibrations performed. Specifically, the 5th and 95th 
percentile values of the % CCS deviation distribution for power law are -5.78 % and 8.75 %, and 
-5.86 % and 7.31 % when the radial term is added. In contrast, the blend function produces 5th and 
95th percentile values of -2.52 % and 3.01%, respectively, with an average % CCS deviation of -
0.07 ± 1.585 %. Similarly, the blend + radial function generates 5th and 95th percentile values are 
-2.32 % and 2.58 %, respectively, with an average % CCS deviation of -0.081 ± 1.42 %. For 
specific compound classes, the blend and blend + radial functions tend to predict more accurate 
CCS values than power law and power law + radial functions for small molecules and metabolites 
(Figure 4-2B), peptides (Figure 4-2C), and native proteins (Figure 4-2D). Contrastingly, the power 
law functions out-perform blend functions for the denatured proteins standards analyzed here, 
although the magnitude of the precision increase equates to an improvement of ~+/- 1% CCS 
RMSD. It is worth noting that our denatured protein ion set contains only two species, ubiquitin 
and cytochrome c. Therefore, leaving one species leaves one unknown set for analysis.   In all 
these cases, the blend + radial function exhibits slightly better CCS precision and accuracy values 
than the blend function in our cross-validation analyses. This is likely due to the radial correction 
term included in the former function that acts to correct ion transit times for lower charge state 
ions. 
 Following our cross-validation analyses using data from linear TWIM analyzers, we 
applied the blend + radial function to calibrate TWIM arrival times recorded on a cyclic TWIM 
instrument platform. Cyclic TWIM has the potential to separate using R values in excess of 300, 
and thus enabling the acquisition of more accurate TWIM CCS values from complex mixtures 
than previously possible.247 To evaluate our next-generation calibration functions for cyclic TWIM 
data, we used a set of calibrant ions containing small molecules, peptides, and native proteins to 
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determine % CCS errors using the cross-validation 
approach described above. The % CCS deviations 
values recorded for ions using the power law + 
radial and blend + radial functions are shown in 
figure 4-3A and 4-3B, respectively. As for linear 
TWIM data, we observe significant m/q 
dependent errors for data calibrated using the 
power law function (Figure 4-3A). In contrast, the 
blend + radial function generates % CCS 
deviations within ± 3 % for all ions tested. 
 Typically, power law calibrations are 
performed using either carefully selected calibrant 
ions that match the molecular class of the 
unknowns under investigation or seek to bracket 
the expected K values of unknowns, in order to achieve high-accuracy TWIM CCS results.  Given 
the data shown in Figures 4-1 to 4-3 above, we sought to investigate the ability to use a limited 
calibration set to perform comprehensive TWIM calibrations exhibiting high precisions and 
accuracies. We selected BSA (14+, 15+, and 16+) and the reverse peptides SDGRG and GRGDS 
(1+ and 2+) to include in this limited calibration set after a survey of multiple analyte groups 
present within our initial calibration set used above. Figure 4-4 tracks the % CCS RMSE values 
determined for these limited set calibration experiments using the blend + radial function for small 
molecules and metabolites, peptides, denatured proteins, and native proteins across a range of WV 
and WH settings. The maximum % CCCS RMSE we observe in these experiments is 2.2 %, further 
Figure 4-3. Leave one species out cross validation of all-ion 
calibration data obtained using cyclic TWIM instrument. A) 
Power law with radial term, B) blend with radial term. The 
parameter 'a' was fixed at a value of 1. 
 
Figure 4-5. Blend with radial term calibration created using 
the minimal calibration set consisting of 14+ - 16+ charge 
states of BSA and 1+ and 2+ charge states of reverse 
peptides (SDGRG and GRGDS). The heat maps show % 
CCS RMSE for each molecular class: A) small molecules 
and metabolites, B) peptides, C) denature proteins, and D) 
native proteins. E) shows CCS deviations for individual 
ions. F) and G) contrast results obtained for all conditions 
with those obtained using optimal conditions chosen for 
ach class. The parameter ‘a’ was scaled as described 
previously.Figure 4-6. Leave one species out cross 
validation of all-ion calibration data obtained using cyclic 
TWIM instrument. A) Power law with radial term, B) blend 
with radial term. The parameter 'a' was fixed at a value of 1. 
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illustrating the robustness of the blend + radial function, which must be extrapolated to both lesser 
and greater CCS values to achieve the results 
shown in Figure 4-4. 
 Figure 4-4E displays the % CCS 
deviation values determined for all ions 
studied here, integrated across all WH and 
WV conditions probed. In this case, the blend 
+ radial function yields an average % CCS 
deviation for all ions of 0.54 ± 1.37 %. 
Furthermore, we analyzed the % CCS 
deviation as a function of molecular class as 
shown in Figures 4-4F and 4-4G. In addition 
to combining all WH and WV conditions, we 
also examined the WH and WV condition 
that produced the lowest % CCS RMSE to 
estimate the maximum accuracy and 
precision of blend + radial CCS calibration 
results. Figure 4-4F shows the box plot 
displaying % CCS deviation data overlaid 
with individual data points recorded for 
condition shown. Figure 4-4G provides a 
similar analysis in absolute % CCS deviation 
space. From these data, we obtain absolute 
Figure 4-4. Blend with radial term calibration created using the 
minimal calibration set consisting of 14+ - 16+ charge states of 
BSA and 1+ and 2+ charge states of reverse peptides (SDGRG and 
GRGDS). The heat maps show % CCS RMSE for each molecular 
class: A) small molecules and metabolites, B) peptides, C) 
denature proteins, and D) native proteins. E) shows CCS 
deviations for individual ions. F) and G) contrast results obtained 
for all conditions with those obtained using optimal conditions 
chosen for each class. The parameter ‘a’ was scaled as described 
previously. 
 
Figure 4-7. Classification of different IgG standards. (A) LDs for 
both training (filled circle) and test (filled pentagon) datasets 
corresponding to IgG1 (red), IgG2 (green), IgG3 (blue), and IgG4 
(magenta) subclasses are well separated into clusters in three-
dimensional space, defined by LD1, LD2, and LD3 axes. (B) 
Probabilities associated with each replicate (labeled as 1 and 2) in 
terms of categorizing the CIU data into different IgG groups. Each 
dataset is correctly assigned to its respective IgG subclass.Figure 
4-8. Blend with radial term calibration created using the minimal 
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CCS deviation values of 0.89 ± 0.51 %, 0.54 ± 0.35 %, 0.85 ± 0.58 %, and 1.32 ± 0.79 % for small 
molecules and metabolites, peptides, denature proteins, and native proteins ions respectively. 
These results represent the lowest CCS error values reported for TWIM measurements to date. The 
CCS error values reported for small molecules and metabolites and peptide ions are comparable 
with recently-reported drift tube IM values.261 For native protein ions, low CCS errors will clearly 
aid in generating accurate three-dimensional models, where such data are routinely used as 
restraints for MD simulations.145,193 
 
4.5 Conclusions 
 In this study, we introduce a series of new calibration functions for TWIM CCS calibration.  
We devised these functions using TWIM theory to properly capture ion trajectories during TWIM 
separation. Also, a radial term was introduced that corrected for low charged ions that experience 
higher fields in TWIM. Thorough validation and testing of these new functions against a large 
range of analyte ions comprising of small molecules and metabolites, peptides, denatured proteins 
and protein complexes, across a wide range of WH and WV conditions, provides a comprehensive 
picture of current TWIM CCS determination capabilities. Our results demonstrate that the blend 
and blend + radial functions outperform power-law calibrations in almost all cases. Using cross-
validation, we determined that the blend and blend + radial functions produce smaller % CCS 
deviations for all ions than CCS calibrations carried out using power law functions. The blend + 
radial function produced results of superior accuracy, precision and robustness in our analysis. 
Cyclic IM data was also successfully calibrated using blend + radial function and yielded low error 
CCS values. Finally, we tested the robustness of the blend + radial function by using a limited 
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calibration mixture containing BSA and reverse peptides producing CCS values of exceptional 
precision and accuracy.   
 Future developments in TWIM analyzer design will unquestionably push the resolving 
power and information content of IM measurements to higher levels.  In that vein, TWIM theory 
must keep pace with advancements in TWIM instrumentation, in order to enable the extraction of 
valuable information from this forthcoming high-performance data.  The procedures and data 
discussed here provide a concrete step forward in TWIM data analysis, enabling the extraction of 
CCS data with greater precision and accuracy than was possible previously.  In addition, the data 
shown in Figure 4-4, where a limited set of calibrants is used to produce high quality CCS data, 
independent of ion class or K, will act to dramatically increase the throughput of TWIM CCS 
measurements. Finally, it is worth noting that the CCS values determined here are nearing, and in 
some cases exceeding, the precision of the standards used for calibration.  As the IM-MS 
community continues to push toward results of greater accuracy, precision and resolving power, it 
is clear that we must re-engage in efforts to provide high-quality data for calibration standards for 
this rapidly evolving area. 
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Chapter 5 CIUSuite2 Classification: A method for high throughput classification of 
collision induced unfolding fingerprints 
 
(Adapted with permission from: 1) Polasky, D. A., Dixit, S. M., Fantin, S. M., and Ruotolo, B. T. 
CIUSuite 2: Next-Generation Software for the Analysis of Gas-Phase Protein Unfolding Data. 
Anal. Chem. 2019, 91 (4), 3147-3155 and 2) Polasky, D. A., Dixit, S. M., Vallejo, D. D., Kulju, 
K. D., and Ruotolo, B. T. An Algorithm for Building Multi-State Classifiers Based on Collision-
Induced Unfolding Data. Anal. Chem. 2019, 91 (6), 10407-10412.) 
5.1 Introduction 
Native mass spectrometry (MS) has become a widespread technique in structural biology 
due to its ability to preserve noncovalently associated protein-protein and protein-ligand contacts 
and determine the stoichiometry and connectivity of these interactions.262–264 The coupling of ion 
mobility to mass spectrometry (IM-MS) provides molecular shape information in addition to ion 
mass and charge, which has proven invaluable in interrogating complex biomolecular 
structures.265,266 Native IM-MS has seen dramatic growth in recent years, with applications in 
biotherapeutic characterization267 and drug discovery,268 joining more traditional analyses of 
protein complex structure and stoichiometry. A significant challenge in IM-MS is the separation 
of closely related protein conformations, as biologically relevant conformational variations often 
occur beyond the resolution limits of modern IM instrumentation. However, gas-phase activation 
provides a powerful approach to probe these subtle structural differences by assessing the resulting 
pattern of intermediate structural families produced from collisional heating of gas-phase protein 
ions. This approach, termed collision-induced unfolding (CIU) when used with collisional 
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activation, has a rich history in protein structure evaluation157,269,270 and has seen rapid growth for 
drug discovery160,169,271 and biotherapeutic characterization164,168,272–275 in recent years. The 
relative speed of CIU combined with detailed comparative structure information make it a 
promising technique for the development of structure-sensitive screening methods at medium to 
high throughput. 
 The development of screening methods using CIU has seen growing interest in recent 
years. A number of reports have demonstrated proof-of-principle approaches using CIU to 
distinguish ligand binding sites for drug discovery in kinases,160,167,169 cooperative binding of 
ligands to a protein complex,159 and contributions of allosteric effects of ligand binding on protein 
structure.276 Screening approaches sensitive to these structural parameters are in great demand in 
drug discovery and the growing biotherapeutic development fields. The relative comparison of 
CIU fingerprints under different conditions, for example following ligand binding to a target 
protein or after applying heat stress to a biotherapeutic, enables the determination of useful 
information about the structure of a protein and its response to perturbations. However, many of 
the CIU studies discussed above utilized manual analysis for all or part of the CIU data processing, 
which would substantially limit the high throughput of such experiments. 
 To address these challenges, we have developed a classification algorithm in CIUSuite 2 
utilizing robust statistical methods to enable robust classification of CIU data across a broad range 
of applications. CIUSuite 2 is a software package that utilizes established fitting and statistical 
methods to enable the robust quantitation of CIU data across a broad range of CIU applications 
and analysis types, especially for enabling the analysis of low intensity CIU datasets. CIU 
fingerprint classification is implemented using linear discriminant analysis and support vector 
machines to enable next-generation high throughput screening experiments. Most of the CIU 
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comparisons are done using a single charge state analysis. However, recent work has demonstrated 
the benefits of including CIU information from multiple charge states in distinguishing the 
structures of monoclonal antibodies.277 The incorporation of all information available from 
multiple charge states provides, in principle, great potential for improving CIU classification and 
screening methods without increasing data acquisition time. So, in this report, we devise a 
classification workflow that can include data from multiple charge states, improve processing 
speed to enable processing of large datasets, and expand the scope to include “subclass” analyses 
beyond charge states. We demonstrate the utility of the classification method in CIUSuite 2 to 
characterize biotherapeutics and ligand binding modes in a drug discovery context.  
 
5.2 Experimental Section 
5.2.1 Sample Preparation 
IgG1κ, IgG2κ, IgG3κ, and IgG4κ from human myeloma were purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). These antibody samples with a concentration of 1 mg/ml were buffer 
exchanged into 100 mM ammonium acetate buffer using Micro Bio-Spin 30 columns (Bio-Rad, 
Hercules, CA) without further purification. SiLuLite SigmaMab Universal antibody standards, 
IgG1λ, and IgG4λ from human myeloma were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and supplied as 
lyophilized powder (St. Louis, MO). Samples were reconstituted using Milli-Q water (Millipore) 
to a concentration of 2 mg/mL unless specified otherwise. Avastin® (Genentech, 25 mg/mL) and 
Avegra® (Biocad, 25 mg/mL) were purchased and supplied in solution formulation (158.6 mM 
Trehalose dehydrate, 40.9mM Sodium Phosphate, 0.16% Polysorbate 80, pH 6.2). Biotherapeutic 
samples were diluted to 1mg/mL using 0.9% bacteriostatic sodium chloride injection, USP. (Pfizer 
Inc. New York City, NY). Stressed samples were incubated at 40 ºC with 250 RPM orbital shaking 
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for 4 weeks. All antibody samples were buffer exchanged into 200 mM ammonium acetate buffer 
using Micro Bio-spin 30 columns (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA). Buffer exchanged samples were then 
diluted to a working concentration of 1 mg/mL (~6.7 µM).  
Translocator Protein (TSPO) was purified and expressed using established protocols.278 All 
lipids purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids (Alabaster, AL). Ammonium acetate and Octyl β-D-
glucopyranoside (OG) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). TSPO was buffer and 
detergent exchanged simultaneously from 5 mM Tris, 150 mM NaCl , 0.20% DM, pH 8.0 to 40 
mM OG , 200 mM ammonium acetate, pH 8.0 using 100kDa Amicon Ultra-0.5 Centrifugal Filter 
Units (MilliporeSigma, Burlington, MA). Lipid binding studies were performed following 
established protocols.279 
Src kinase domain DNA was synthesized by GeneArt (Life Technologies, Grand Island, 
NY) using E. coli modified codons and subcloned into pET28a with a modified TEV-protease 
cleavable N-terminal 6x-His tag. The plasmid was transformed by electroporation into BL21 DE3 
electrochemically competent cells with a YopH in pCDFDuet-1. Cell growth, protein expression, 
and purification were adapted from protocols previously developed for the c-Src kinase domain280 
without cleavage of the His-tag. Dasatinib, staurosporine, foretinib, and ponatinib were purchased 
from LC Laboratories (Woburn, MA). Protein was reconstituted and buffer exchanged into 200 
mM ammonium acetate (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) at pH 7.0 using Micro Bio-Spin 6 
columns (BioRad, Hercules, CA) to a final concentration of 10 μM. Samples were incubated at a 
ratio of 3:1 inhibitor:protein, on ice for 15 minutes prior to analysis by IM-MS. 
5.2.2 CIU Acquisition 
All CIU data were acquired using a Synapt G2 quadrupole-ion mobility-time-of-flight mass 
spectrometer (Q-IM-ToF MS) instrument (Waters, Milford, MA). Sample was transferred to a 
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gold-coated borosilicate capillary needle (prepared in-house), and ions were generated by direct 
infusion using a nano-electrospray ionization (nESI) in positive mode. The electrospray capillary 
was operated at voltages of 1.5-1.7 kV with the sampling cone at 40 V. The backing pressure was 
set to 7.9-8.1 mbar for antibody samples or 5.0 mbar for kinase samples. Instrument settings were 
tuned to completely remove the micelle prior to IM separator, including source temperature (40° 
C), helium cell gas flow (100 mL/min), and sampling cone (120 V). The trap collision cell was 
pressurized to 4-5 × 10−2 mbar of argon gas, helium cell flow to 1.4x103 mbar, traveling-wave IM 
separator to 3.4 mbar, and ToF MS to 1.5 × 10−6 mbar. CIU experiments were performed by 
ramping the collision voltage in the trap cell from 5 to 200 V (antibodies), 50 to 150 V (membrane 
protein), or 10 to 125 V (Src kinase) in 5 V increments with a dwell time of 6 s at each collision 
voltage. 
5.2.3 Classification 
Briefly, a classification scheme is built based on training datasets from each group. These 
datasets can be either the raw or the Gaussian fitted CIU data. Input training data is standardized 
within each subclass and collision voltage by scaling to zero mean and unit variance. For input 
Gaussian data, each attribute of each Gaussian peak is considered separately so that centroids are 
only standardized with centroids, widths with widths, and so forth. Then, our workflow 
implements a univariate feature selection (UFS) method based on an analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) F-test281 to assess the significance of activation energies capable of differentiating CIU 
fingerprints (Figure II-1). We iterate over all possible combinations of a training dataset in order 
to obtain the mean and standard deviation of –log10(p value) which serves as the score for each 
collision voltage. For multi-state classifier, standardized and labeled training data for each subclass 
is assessed separately by the UFS method. Next, we employ a “leave one out” cross-validation 
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scheme282 that examines the accuracy of classification, which is comprised of a linear discriminant 
analysis283 (LDA) step followed by support vector machine284 (SVM) classification of the linear 
discriminants, using subsets of CIU data from collision voltages in decreasing order relative to the 
score assigned during UFS analysis. Random sampling from the possible input permutations 
during cross-validation was implemented to reduce the computational time for large datasets with 
a user-specified number of the possible permutations. Cross-validation approach enables optimal 
selection of collision voltages to use for the resulting model and can be used to detect under- or 
over-fitting in the final model selected (Figure II-2). Finally, classification is performed on the 
model dataset with the optimized set of collision voltages, dividing the linear discriminant space 
into “decision regions” corresponding to the provided groups. The resulting classification scheme 
can then be used to evaluate “unknown” CIU datasets (not used in training) to predict the class and 
probability for each unknown. We have also included a ‘manual’ classification mode, where users 
can select any number of specific collision voltages to build a classification model. This is 
particularly helpful in scenarios where the accuracy observed in the cross-validation step is 
unacceptably low. 
 
5.3 Results and Discussion 
In CIUSuite 2, we have implemented a classification workflow that uses rigorous statistical 
methods to generate classifying schema from known fingerprints that allows for facile evaluation 
of unknown samples against these schemas for rapid sorting. Data shown in Figure 5-1 displays 
an example implementation of our classification workflow, utilizing CIU data for immunoglobulin 
G (IgG) standards acquired across IgG1, IgG2, IgG3, and IgG4 subclasses. Each of our IgG CIU 
datasets contained four replicates, which we subdivided evenly into both training and test data in 
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order to evaluate our approach. Of the forty 
collision voltages acquired for each CIU dataset, 
only a few were found to be highly 
differentiating between classes by UFS, with 85 
V having the maximum score (Figure II-3E). 
This voltage is near the value required for the 
first CIU transition for each IgG subclass 
(Figures II-3A – II-3D). Cross-validation of UFS 
results revealed a classification accuracy 92.2% 
using only the CIU data isolated at 85 V, and 
decreases as additional CIU data is added (Figure 
II-3F). Thus, our algorithm selected CIU data 
acquired at 85 V automatically in order to build 
a classification scheme. Figure 5-1A shows the 
three-dimensional plot of linear discriminants 
(LDs) constructed using this data, which groups IgG CIU data into well-separated clusters. 
Furthermore, test data clustered correctly in all cases using this classification scheme (pentagons, 
Figure 5-1A). We further used CIUSuite 2 to compute the probability of each test dataset clustering 
into each IgG subclass (Figure 5-1B), finding that each dataset was classified correctly with 
probability values ranging from 0.52 – 0.73 (Table II-1). In general, our CIU classification 
workflow is generalizable, rapidly processing data in an automated fashion and accommodating 
any grouping scheme. 
Figure 5-1. Classification of different IgG standards. (A) 
LDs for both training (filled circle) and test (filled 
pentagon) datasets corresponding to IgG1 (red), IgG2 
(green), IgG3 (blue), and IgG4 (magenta) subclasses are 
well separated into clusters in three-dimensional space, 
defined by LD1, LD2, and LD3 axes. (B) Probabilities 
associated with each replicate (labeled as 1 and 2) in terms 
of categorizing the CIU data into different IgG groups. 
Each dataset is correctly assigned to its respective IgG 
subclass. 
 
Figure 5-2. CIU50 analysis and classification TSPO-lipid 
complexes. (A) Feature fitting ignores low abundance 
ch mical noise and CIU50 analysis reveals  stability shift 
associated with PG-bound TSPO. (B) Three voltages (120 
V, 125 V, and 140 V) are used to construct a classification 
scheme from apo and PG-bound TSPO training sets, the 
inset shows a cross-validation plot indicating a high 
accuracy classification. (C) Additional test data sets are 
correctly assigned to apo (pink) or PG-bound (blue) 
TSPO.Figure 5-3. Classification of different IgG 
sta d rds. (A) LDs for both training (filled ircle) and test 
(filled pentagon) datasets corresponding to IgG1 (red), 
IgG2 (green), IgG3 (blue), and IgG4 (magenta) subclasses 
are well separated into clusters in three-dimensional space, 
defined by LD1, LD2, and LD3 axes. (B) Probabilities 
associated with each replicate (labeled as 1 and 2) in terms 
of categorizing the CIU data into different IgG groups. 
Each dataset is correctly assigned to its respective IgG 
subclass. 
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CIU has been used to characterize lipid binding to membrane proteins in order to assess 
stability shifts in the resulting complexes.181,285,286 Such data have been further used to distinguish 
between biologically relevant and nonspecifically associated lipids in membrane proteins.163 
Counterintuitively, such assessments are often more straightforward to perform for larger proteins 
and complexes, as they appear at m/z and IM drift times that are frequently less contaminated by 
chemical noise. Since TSPO is a relatively small membrane protein complex, it is an exceptionally 
difficult target for CIU analysis. Preliminary screening of TSPO-lipid complexes revealed certain 
lipids, such as phosphatidylglycerol (PG), that significantly stabilize the protein so that CIU 
transitions appear distorted relative to apo protein data, making the extraction of CIU50 values 
even more challenging (Figure 5-2A).287 
To that end, we classified 
PG-bound and apo TSPO CIU 
signatures using CIUSuite 2. By 
using three replicates each of apo 
and lipid bound data to build the 
classification scheme, we 
identified 120 V, 125 V, and 140 
V as the most differentiating 
collision voltage values in our 
dataset (Figure 5-2B). For 
validation of our classification 
scheme, four data sets that were not part of the training dataset were input as unknowns, and all 
Figure 5-2. CIU50 analysis and classification TSPO-lipid complexes. (A) 
Feature fitting ignores low abundance chemical noise and CIU50 analysis reveals 
a stability shift associated with PG-bound TSPO. (B) Three voltages (120 V, 125 
V, and 140 V) are used to construct a classification scheme from apo and PG-
bound TSPO training sets, the inset shows a cross-validation plot indicating a 
high accuracy classification. (C) Additional test data sets are correctly assigned 
to apo (pink) or PG-bound (blue) TSPO. 
 
Figure 5-4. Multiple charge state classification of IgGs. A) IgG1 and IgG4 
subtypes differ primarily in disulfide bond linkage, resulting in slightly different 
CIU fingerprints. B) Native mass spectrum of IgG1 with 22-26+ charge states. C) 
UFS score plot distinguishing IgG1 and IgG4 at the 24+ charge state only. D) UFS 
plot for all charge states of IgG1 and IgG4. E) Cross validation accuracies for 1-
10 features from the 24+ charge state alone and F) for all charge states 
incorporated into one classifier. G) Optimal cross validation accuracy from each 
individual charge state and all charge states combined.Figure 5-5. CIU50 
analysis and classification TSPO-lipid complexes. (A) Feature fitting ignores low 
abundance chemical noise and CIU50 analysis reveals a stability shift associated 
with PG-bound TSPO. (B) Three voltages (120 V, 125 V, and 140 V) are used to 
construct a classification scheme from apo and PG-bound TSPO training sets, the 
inset shows a cross-validation plot indicating a high accuracy classification. (C) 
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were correctly classified (Figure 5-2C). 
While it is clear that mass analysis 
alone could be used to identify PG 
bound and apo TSPO, these results 
illustrate a classification outcome that 
is exceptionally challenging to achieve 
using current CIU analysis tools.  
Each charge state observed in a 
native IM-MS experiment undergoes a 
unique unfolding trajectory during 
CIU, providing potentially 
complementary information for a CIU-
based classifier. To evaluate the utility 
of combining data from multiple 
charge states for CIU classification, we 
compared monoclonal antibodies IgG1 
and IgG4, which differ only slightly in 
disulfide bonding pattern (Figure 5-
3A). The native mass spectrum of IgG1 
shows charge states from 22-26+, with 
24+ being the most abundant (Figure 5-3B). The CIU fingerprints for 24+ charge states of IgG1 
and IgG4 are quite similar, aside from minor differences in the second CIU feature in the 60-80 V 
activation range (Figure 5-3A, bottom). Performing a single charge state comparison using the 24+ 
Figure 5-3. Multiple charge state classification of IgGs. A) IgG1 and IgG4 
subtypes differ primarily in disulfide bond linkage, resulting in slightly 
different CIU fingerprints. B) Native mass spectrum of IgG1 with 22-26+ 
charge states. C) UFS score plot distinguishing IgG1 and IgG4 at the 24+ 
charge state only. D) UFS plot for all charge states of IgG1 and IgG4. E) 
Cross validation accuracies for 1-10 features from the 24+ charge state alone 
and F) for all charge states incorporated into one classifier. G) Optimal cross 
validation accuracy from each individual charge state and all charge states 
combined. 
 
Figure 5-6. Multiple charge state classification of Src kinase. A) Type I and 
II kinase inhibitors target the active (left) or inactive (right) conformations of 
the kinase. B) UFS plot comparing Src CIU fingerprints with bound Type I 
(Dasatinib and Staurosporine) against Type II (Foretinib and Ponatinib) 
inhibitors at all charge states. C) Cross validation accuracy as a function of 
number of features included in the classifier for the combined classifier. D) 
Optimal cross validation accuracy for individual charge state and combined 
classifiers.Figure 5-7. Multiple charge state classification of IgGs. A) IgG1 
and IgG4 subtypes differ primarily in disulfide bond linkage, resulting in 
slightly different CIU fingerprints. B) Native mass spectrum of IgG1 with 
22-26+ charge states. C) UFS score plot distinguishing IgG1 and IgG4 at the 
24+ charge state only. D) UFS plot for all charge states of IgG1 and IgG4. E) 
Cross validation accuracies for 1-10 features from the 24+ charge state alone 
and F) for all charge states incorporated into one classifier. G) Optimal cross 
validation accuracy from each individual charge state and all charge states 
combined. 
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charge state only, as would be done in the original CIUSuite 2 workflow, results in a feature 
selection plot showing minor differences in the 60-80 V region as expected, with minimal 
difference outside that region (Figure 5-3C). The classifier that can be trained from this data is of 
low quality, achieving a maximum cross validation accuracy of 85% when using two features (70 
and 75 V) (Figure 5-3E). Assessing all charge states with the subclass classification workflow 
presented here, however, reveals that the 24+ charge state, despite being the highest signal in the 
mass spectrum, is not the optimal CIU trajectory to differentiate these two antibodies. To examine 
all charge states, we perform feature selection sequentially for each, meaning that the 22+ charge 
state of IgG1 is compared to the 22+ of IgG4, the 23+ to 23+, and so on. This results in five feature 
selection plots, which can be overlaid to evaluate each charge state (Figure 5-3D). The 22+ charge 
state has the two highest scoring individual voltages (black, 85 and 90 V), followed by 80 V in the 
23+ charge state (blue), then 75 and 70 V in the 24+ charge state (green) (Figure 5-3F). As in the 
single charge state classification, cross validation is performed by incorporating the data into 
classifiers in decreasing order of feature selection score; in this case, the input data can originate 
in any of the charge states rather than just a single one. The cross validation indicates that the 
optimal classifier in this case uses four collision voltages, two from the 22+ charge state and one 
each from the 23+ and 24+ charge states, to achieve an accuracy of 95%, significantly improved 
over the 85% accuracy achieved by the classifier using just the 24+ charge state.  
To complete the comparison, we generated single charge state classifiers for all five charge 
states and compared the cross validation accuracy at the optimal number of collision voltages for 
each classifier (Figure 5-3G). Given the pair of very high scores from the 22+ charge state in the 
feature selection, it is not surprising that it results in the best single charge state classifier, and 
indeed achieves nearly identical accuracy to the combined classifier that considered all charge 
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states (95%). The 23-26+ charge states each individually achieve accuracies in the 85-90% range, 
lower than the 22+ or combined classifiers. In this case, because one charge state is substantially 
better at differentiating the classes than the other charge states, its data drives the performance of 
the combined classifier, resulting in very similar output accuracies. Performing the classification 
with all charge states is, in this case, primarily a means to rapidly identify the optimal charge state 
and ensure it is incorporated into the final classifier. Indeed, 22+ is the lowest intensity charge state 
included in the analysis, and would not be an obvious choice from MS data alone. In cases where 
several charge states achieve similar 
feature selection scores, however, 
combining data from multiple 
charge states can generate a 
superior classifier to any individual 
charge state.  
 We applied this subclass 
classification workflow to a number 
of challenging applications that had 
previously confounded CIU 
classification efforts using a single 
charge state. Src, a non-receptor 
protein tyrosine kinase, plays a key 
role in several cell signaling 
processes288,289 and has been 
observed to be overexpressed in 
Figure 5-4. Multiple charge state classification of Src kinase. A) Type I and II 
kinase inhibitors target the active (left) or inactive (right) conformations of the 
kinase. B) UFS plot comparing Src CIU fingerprints with bound Type I 
(Dasatinib and Staurosporine) against Type II (Foretinib and Ponatinib) 
inhibitors at all charge states. C) Cross validation accuracy as a function of 
number of features included in the classifier for the combined classifier. D) 
Optimal cross validation accuracy for individual charge state and combined 
classifiers. 
 
Figure 5-8. Stress subclasses distinguish Avastin and Avegra. A) Stressed 
antibodies can undergo structural transitions that increase their propensity to 
aggregate, potentially resulting in differences that can be identified using CIU. 
B) UFS plot for all charge states of unstressed Avastin and Avegra showing 
minimal differences. C) Cross validation of unstressed Avastin and Avegra. D) 
Cross validation from a combined classifier using stressed and unstressed 
Avastin and Avegra. E) Best cross validation accuracy for unstressed alone and 
both conditions (stressed and unstressed) Avastin and Avegra.Figure 5-9. 
Multiple charge state classification of Src kinase. A) Type I and II kinase 
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certain carcinomas and glioblastomas.290 Several classes of inhibitors to kinases like Src are known 
to target different conformations of the kinase. Type I inhibitors like Dasatinib and Staurosporine 
bind to the active state, in which the DFG loop is in the “in” conformation, wrapping around the 
helices (green loop, Figure 5-4A, left). Type II inhibitors like Foretinib and Ponatinib bind the 
protein in the inactive conformation, in which the DFG loop is in the “out” conformation (green 
loop, Figure 5-4A, right). Differentiating these binding modes with the previous CIUSuite 2 
classification method at a single charge state had proven challenging. Using the all charge state 
workflow developed here, we observe similar feature scores to distinguish the Type I and Type II 
inhibitors for both the 9+ and 10+ charge states (Figure 5-4B). As a result, the optimal classifier 
uses a single collision voltage each from 9+ and 10+, resulting in a cross validation accuracy of 
98% (Figure 5-4C). The optimal classifiers for the 9+ and 10+ charge states individually utilized 
only the highest scoring single voltage in case, but achieved accuracies of only 92-93% (Figure 5-
4D). The large error bars for the individual charge state classifier accuracies also indicate 
substantial uncertainty in their performance, with lower accuracy possible for external validation. 
Thus, the combined classifier using multiple charge states is superior in this case to any of the 
individual charge state classifiers, and enabled robust classification of ligand binding modes in a 
system that had proven challenging to classify with a single charge state alone.  
 Finally, we examined a biotherapeutic innovator/biosimilar pair, Avastin and Avegra, 
incorporating both multiple charge states and stress conditions into a multi-subclass classifier. 
Assessing the similarity of a biosimilar or generic form of an innovator biologic presents 
significant analytical challenges due to the size and complexity of, for example, a monoclonal 
antibody. Comparing higher order structure in particular is challenging using existing methods 
without resorting to low-throughput, atomic resolution structural biology techniques. As 
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biosimilars, Avastin and 
Avegra are highly similar and 
classification using all charge 
states of the antibodies resulted 
in a low degree of 
differentiation. The feature 
selection scores were low 
(Figure 5-5B), and despite 
some minor regions of 
difference, the optimal 
classifier achieved accuracy of 
only 87% (Figure 5-5C). 
Charge states are not the only 
subclass that can be examined 
with the workflow presented 
here, however. A subclass can 
be any perturbation that results in a different CIU trajectory, so long as it can be applied equally 
across the classes being compared. A key attribute monitored in biotherapeutics is the propensity 
to aggregate during transport and storage, which can be challenging to assess in the laboratory. 
Early warning methods for aggregation that detect structural changes following various types of 
stress (for example, heat or oxidation) are thus highly useful (Figure 5-5A). Avastin and Avegra 
were stressed by heating to 40 ºC and applying orbital shaking at 250 RPM for 4 weeks. CIU data 
from the stressed samples was incorporated into a classifier, along with all the observed charge 
Figure 5-5. Stress subclasses distinguish Avastin and Avegra. A) Stressed antibodies 
can undergo structural transitions that increase their propensity to aggregate, 
potentially resulting in differences that can be identified using CIU. B) UFS plot for 
all charge states of unstressed Avastin and Avegra showing minimal differences. C) 
Cross validation of unstressed Avastin and Avegra. D) Cross validation from a 
combined classifier using stressed and unstressed Avastin and Avegra. E) Best cross 
validation accuracy for unstressed alone and both conditions (stressed and unstressed) 
Avastin and Avegra. 
 
Appendix: Figure I-1. Yeast SERF models created using homology modeling.Figure 
5-10. Stress subclasses distinguish Avastin and Avegra. A) Stressed antibodies can 
undergo structural transitions that increase their propensity to aggregate, potentially 
re ulting in differences that can be identified using CIU. B) UFS plot for all cha ge
states of unstressed Avastin and Avegra showing minimal differences. C) Cross 
validation of unstressed Avastin and Avegra. D) Cross validation from a combined 
classifier using stressed and unstressed Avastin and Avegra. E) Best cross validation 
accuracy for unstressed alone and both conditions (stressed and unstressed) Avastin 
and Avegra. 
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states, for a total of 10 subclasses (5 charge states each from stressed and unstressed conditions). 
The combined classifier achieved cross validation accuracy above 99% (Figure 5-5D), indicating 
very robust differentiation between Avastin and Avegra, significantly outperforming the classifier 
the used all charge states but only compared the unstressed antibodies (Figure 5-5E). Our analysis 
indicates that Avastin and Avegra have different structural responses to the stress employed in this 
study, which can be utilized to develop a classifier capable of robustly distinguishing between 
them using our subclass classification method. 
 
5.4 Conclusion 
CIU experiments generate rich datasets that have proven capable of distinguishing subtle 
differences in protein structures. This report demonstrates the utility of classification method in 
CIUSuite 2 that enables high-throughput screening for applications ranging from biotherapeutics 
characterization, lipid binding in membrane proteins, and protein-ligand interactions. Applying the 
subclass classification workflow presented here to analyze all charge states observed in a CIU 
experiment maximizes the detection of these subtle differences by incorporating more of the 
experimental data into the statistical framework for classification. This work indicates the potential 
of classification workflow to be used with a wide range of conditions or perturbations, as any 
change that causes differences in CIU trajectory for an analyte of interest can be incorporated into 
a CIU-based classifier. Incorporating differential responses to stimulus into CIU classification has 
the potential to make CIU sensitive to even more subtle structural differences and provide a rapid 
and informative workflow for evaluating protein structures. 
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Chapter 6 Conclusions and Future Directions 
 
6.1 Conclusion 
 Studying the structures of proteins and protein complexes are tremendously important in 
understanding disease mechanisms and developing therapeutics. Because high resolution 
structural determination techniques may not always be feasible due to the complexity involved in 
preparing samples, and cost and time required, low resolution experiments are employed that can 
provide useful insights in structure and help generate accurate three-dimensional models. To this 
light, this thesis demonstrates the advancements made in the gas phase native MS method for 
studying structures of proteins and protein complexes. In particular, the development of theoretical 
frameworks in TWIM alongside the versatile classification workflow for CIU presented in this 
thesis will facilitate rapid, robust, and accurate measurements promising the utility of IM-MS 
technique in high throughput biophysical characterization of protein structures.  
 Although there are plenty of reports that use CCS information from IM-MS measurement 
to study the structures of proteins, there is a relatively limited number of studies that utilize the IM 
arrival time distributions (ATDs) to define the size the of the structural ensemble of proteins. This 
is due to the challenge in correlating ATDs and protein dynamics in TWIM analyzers. In chapter 
2, we described a semi-empirical relationship that can provide a conformational broadening 
parameter reporting on the size of the structural ensemble sampled in our experiment. Additionally, 
our theoretical construct was able to faithfully model the ATDs across a range of TWIM 
conditions. We tested the semi-empirical formalism by examining the dynamics of a set of model 
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peptides and comparing the results with the models generated from MD simulation. Furthermore, 
we validated our workflow by introducing cross-links in a protein complex to reduce the structural 
flexibility, which was reflective on the conformational broadening parameter. The ease of the 
implementation of this workflow to obtain the size of structural ensemble of proteins will make 
TWIM MS measurements highly valuable for studying dynamic proteins, effect of ligand binding 
on protein structural ensemble, and intrinsically disordered proteins. 
 Despite the prevalence of TWIM platform in areas spanning omics to structural biology, 
there was a gap in the fundamental understanding of the technology. To fill that gap, in chapters 3 
and 4, we have put effort to describe a novel pseudo ion trapping phenomenon and generate a new 
CCS calibration method in TWIM. We discovered pseudo ion trapping in TWIM by noticing 
aberrant resolving power values at certain TWIM conditions. This was described using a 
theoretical model and ion trajectory simulations illustrating that imperfect traveling waves could 
cause a repetitive ion motion pattern leading to ions with even small mobility difference to travel 
with the same mean velocity in the device. This, effectively, creates a more concentrated and 
compact packet of ions resulting in artificial increase in the TWIM resolving power. However, the 
transit times of the ions are altered when they undergo pseudo trapping in TWIM severely affecting 
the calibrated CCS values. Thus, our study proposed TWIM conditions to avoid pseudo trapping 
phenomenon for generating reliable TWIM measurements. Furthermore, we have generated new 
calibration functions for TWIM that combined the fundamental understanding of ion motion in 
TWIM comprising of ideas such as velocity relaxation and traveling wave edge effects. The new 
calibration functions, termed blend and blend + radial, outperform the current calibration function 
and yield very accurate and precise CCS values. We benchmarked the accuracy and precision of 
these new functions using a large scale of analyte ions comprised of small molecules and 
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metabolites, peptides, denature proteins, and native proteins, and across a range of traveling wave 
conditions. With the robustness and extrapolation capability provided by blend + radial, we 
proposed a reduced calibration set that can be used to obtain CCS values from TWIM 
measurements for any type of molecules. Therefore, our effort in advancing TWIM theory has 
benefited the IM-MS community to utilize the platform providing reliable and accurate 
measurements.  
 Finally, as CIU has frequently been used as a gas phase calorimetry assay, we developed a 
classification workflow for CIU datasets enabling high throughput characterization of protein 
structure and screening of protein-ligand interactions. In chapter 4, we discuss our algorithms for 
a single state and multi state classification of CIU fingerprints, where states can be defined as 
charge states of the ions, protein incubation properties, etc. We demonstrate that our method can 
properly classify different states usually creating a powerful model with high accuracy. Using this 
method, we were able to identify the class of an unknown endogenous lipid in TSPO dimer. 
Similarly, we were able to produce better predictive model using multi-state rather than single 
state classification, and this was demonstrated using Src-kinase ligand binding experiments and 
biotherapeutic innovator and biosimilar comparisons. 
 Overall, this thesis highlights the powerful IM-MS technique and its use for biophysical 
and structural studies of proteins and protein complexes. Additionally, valuable fundamental 
insights into TWIM described in this thesis will advance the field of IM-MS even more.  
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6.2 Future Directions 
6.2.1 Direct CCS measurement from TWIM 
 As described in this thesis, TWIM CCS values are obtained using calibration methods. 
Although the calibration workflow presented in this thesis produces accurate and precise CCS 
values, there is still a question regarding what is the average mobility of the ion in TWIM platform? 
Pursuing such question will lead to even better understanding of ion trajectory in TWIM in 
conjunction with providing a robust theoretical framework that relates the ion’s transit time 
directly to its mobility similar to drift tube IM analyzers. The study by Keith et al237 has provided 
a differential equation describing the motion of the ion in TWIM with velocity relaxation 
incorporated. However, determination of the ion mobility has not been successful yet. With this 
thesis, we discovered the traveling wave edge effect for which we introduced a radial correction 
term in our calibration functions. Implementing such effect in the theory will help in constructing 
new models that is able to determine the average ion mobility from TWIM ATDs. Currently, the 
reference CCS values used for TWIM calibration are taken from a modified TWIM-MS instrument 
by replacing the TWIM cell with RF-confined drift tube cell. So, how does an ion’s mobility from 
TWIM compares to the one determined from drift tube ion mobility using Mason Schamp 
equation? With the aim of producing large harmonious CCS database that can be used the 
community, answering the questions described above along with utilizing TWIM for creation of 
such databases will facilitate the process.  
6.2.2 Next-gen theoretical CCS prediction 
 CCS has been used as a restraint for generating three dimensional models of proteins. 
However, CCS calculations can prove challenging at times due to either less accuracy or high 
computation time. Projection approximation (PA) is usually the fastest method but always 
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underestimates the CCS. Trajectory method (TM) calculations use physics-based model to 
determine accurate CCS values but are quite slow. To address this, IMPACT, which has a built-in 
model based on the correlation between PA and TM CCS values for conversion, was created as a 
fast CCS calculator capable of predicting TM CCS values. In chapter1 and Appendices III and IV, 
IMPACT was used for all theoretical CCS calculations. However, we used TM calculations on a 
small subset of structures leading to introducing a correction factor to convert IMPACT TM to 
TM calculated CCS values. TM would prove impractical to calculate theoretical CCS on tens of 
thousands of protein structures, which is usually the case when analyzing MD simulation output 
structures. Furthermore, while most IM instruments uses N2 gas for separation and yield N2 CCS 
values, IMPACT only calculates He CCS making it impractical to compare with experimental 
data. Due to the polarizability of N2 molecule, TM calculation includes electrostatic interactions 
to model the collisions of gas molecules with the charged protein structure. This adds to the 
computational time as well. Therefore, there is a need for a new CCS calculation tool that is fast 
and produces accurate He and N2 CCS values. 
 Protein’s structure (Figure 6-1) encodes for its CCS. So, we can devise a tool that examines 
a protein’s architecture and predicts the CCS values. We can 
employ a machine learning method trained on large dataset of 
protein structures of various different folds and include features 
such as the length of the protein sequence, three-dimensional 
distance map, charge on the residues, and the TM calculated CCS 
values in both N2 and He. Regression models such as logistic 
regression and Gaussian process regression, and Bayesian models can be used for machine 
learning. Thorough examination of features and proper validations will be required to evaluate the 
Figure 6-1. Two conformations of the 
same protein. Conformation shown on 
the left is more elongated than on the 
right, which yields smaller CCS 
values. 
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models to deliver a high accuracy method. These machine learning models have the potential to 
decrease the computational time and increase the accuracy for CCS calculations compared to the 
IMPACT method. Such a tool would enable high-throughput structural characterization and has 








I. Chapter 2 Supporting Information 
 




Appendix: Figure I-2. Analysis of TWIM electric field and comparison of tmeasured and ttheory from Shvartsburg's relationship. a) 
Plot of electric field (E) along traverse (x) and radial (y) direction along the TWIM cell built in SIMION 8.1 at V of 40 V. Linear 
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regression of maximum E in x direction at y = 0 and applied traveling wave dc voltage is shown in b). This yields a function to 
approximate maximum E at any given V. c) shows the plot of measured centroid arrival time (tmeasured) vs. arrival time calculated 
using Shvartsburg’s equation236 (ttheory) for the Ac-Alan-Lys1+ peptide species, with n = 6 – 19, at a range of V and v. y = x line is 
drawn to show the disagreement between theory and measured values. Slope from the linear regression between tmeasured and ttheory 
is plotted as a function of ion mobility (K) in d). This shows the difference between measured and calculated arrival times as a 
measure of ttheory/tmeasured. This difference appears to have some correlation with K. We are investigating this behavior with broader 




Appendix: Figure I-3. Calibration to relate tmeasure to the TWIM effective electric field. Linear regression between tmeasured and 
Lv/K2V2 is shown in plot a). This linear regression model can be used to estimate the arrival time by calculating an effective E, 
which is V/x where x is the slope of the linear regression model, an ion experiences during its flight in TWIM cell. The corrected 
ttheory = Lv/K2(V/x)2 is plotted against tmeasured and shows strong correlation, with slope of 0.99, as shown in b). In c), x is plotted 
against inverse mobility (K-1) that shows the relationship between x and the ion. We are investigating this further to better 
understand TWIM fundamentals. 
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Appendix: Figure I-4. Plot of resolution as a function of V/v for Ac-Ala18-Lys1+ species. The red shaded area indicates the region 




Appendix: Figure I-5. % deviation between measured and estimated fwhm is shown as a function of number of alanine in Ac-
Alan-Lys peptides. % deviation is calculated as (1-slope) x 100 where slope is obtained from the linear regression between measured 




Appendix: Figure I-6. Gaussian mixture model to fit CCS distributions. a), b), and c) shows Gaussian fitting to CCS distribution 
with one, two and three Gaussian functions, respectively with CCS on x-axis and probability density (p(x)) on y-axis for Ac-Ala19-
Lys1+ models combined from 300 K, 400 K, and 500 K across all the replicates. d), e), and f) shows the residual (e) plots for a), 
b), and c), respectively. It is clear that neither one nor two Gaussian functions model the distribution properly, with variance of 
3.64 x 10-6 and 3.51 x 10-6, respectively, whereas three Gaussian mixture models the distribution with lower variance of 3.74 x 10-
7. Similar fitting was performed on all the peptides for all different temperature MD runs and weighted mean and variance was 




Appendix: Figure I-7. Comparison of experimental and theoretical CCS values calculated using IMPACT and IMoS. a) plots the 
weighted mean of the CCS distribution for Ac-Alan-Lys1+ peptide structures from 300 K, 400 K, and 500 K individual MD output 
as well as models combined from 300 K, 400 K, and 500 K, across all the replicates. The mean CCS do not differ significantly 
across different temperature. b) shows the the linear regression between CCS calculated using IMPACT trajectory method and 
IMOS trajectory method for 280 models comprising of 20 models from each Ac-Alan-Lys peptides with n = 6 – 19. The regression 
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model function was used to convert the weighted mean CCS from IMPACT to IMOS CCS values. c) shows the bar chart of % 
difference between experiment and IMPACT and IMOS calculated CCS. IMPACT CCS values are within 3% of experiment values. 
IMOS CCS values are within 5% of experiment values. Also IMOS CCS values are all underestimated due to the negative difference 
observed. This is due to the linear regression model generated in b) as it shows IMOS CCS values are consistently lower than 




Appendix: Figure I-8. Residual analysis of a single linear regression model for the experimental CCS values against number of 
alanine in Ac-Alan-Lys peptides, a) Residual (e) plot when fitting a single linear regression model for the experimental CCS values 
against number of alanine in Ac-Alan-Lys peptides. Due to this decreasing and increasing trend of e, it can be inferred that more 
than one function is required to model the trend. b) Residual (e) plot when fitting linear regression model to two sets comprising 
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of n = 6 – 13 and n = 14 – 19 in Ac-Alan-Lys peptide. Similar analysis is done in plot c) with sets comprising of n = 6 – 12 and n 
= 13 – 19 in Ac-Alan-Lys peptide. For the last two cases, variance has decreased considerably when compared to fitting a single 





Appendix: Figure I-9. Cluster ensembles of Ac-Alan-Lys peptides with n = 6-19 for 300 K, 400 K, and 500 K MD simulation. 




Appendix: Figure I-10. Plots of weighted standard deviation (σ) of Gaussian mixture models for Ac-Alan-Lys peptides. Plots of 
weighted standard deviation (σ) of Gaussian mixture models for Ac-Alan-Lys peptides as a function of number of alanine for 
structures from a) 300 K, b) 400 K, c) 500 K, and d) combined structures from 300 K, 400 K, and 500 K.  
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Table A I-4. This table lists the fitting parameters α and γ from fitting the empirical width equation as well as optimal E2/v value 








Table A I-6. This table includes the percentage (%) of structures, mean (μ), and variance (σ2) of each cluster for structures from 




Table A I-7. This table includes the percentage (%) of structures, mean (μ), and variance (σ2) of each cluster for structures from 




Table A I-8. This table includes the percentage (%) of structures, mean (μ), and variance (σ2) of each cluster for structures from 
500 K MD simulation. Clusters with less than 2% structures are shaded in grey. 
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II. Chapter 3 Supporting Information 
 
 
Appendix: Figure II-1. Univariate feature selection, comprised of performing F-test statistics281 to evaluate the significance of 
each collision voltage in differentiating the training data classes, is performed as the first step in classification workflow. Scheme 
S1 shows UFS for two groups A and B, with F statistics calculated for each data set in each group, as shown by the dotted lines. F 
ratio is calculated as described below, and 𝐹 ratio is then converted to p-value using the F-distribution. 








(𝑌é4 − 𝑌ê)//(𝐾 − 1) 
where 𝐾 is the number of groups, 𝑛9 and 𝑌é4  are the number of observations and the mean of the i-
th group, respectively, and 𝑌ê is the overall mean of the data.  







where 𝑌9M is the j-th observation in the i-th group and 𝑁 is the overall sample size.   
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Appendix: Figure II-2. Cross-validation workflow. A “leave one out” cross-validation282 is performed by implementing the 
classification workflow, which consists of linear discriminant analysis (LDA)283 followed by construction of a support vector 
machine (SVM)284, across a range of sub-sections of CIU datasets corresponding to sequential addition of arrival time distributions 
from individual collision voltages in decreasing order of UFS score. Classification accuracy of training and test data sets are then 
plotted as a function of the number of collision voltages to determine the optimal model selection. A) Scheme showing “Leave one 
out” cross validation approach where a single CIU dataset is treated as test data in each group and the remaining datasets are used 
as training data. All possible combinations of training and test data set are created. The training set is used to build the classification 
model and the test data is used to validate the accuracy of the classification model. B) Accuracy of training and test data sets are 
plotted as a function of a range of CIU datasets that has sequential addition of collision voltages. The number of collision voltages 




Appendix: Figure II-3. Feature selection and cross-validation for IgG1, IgG2, IgG3, and IgG4 classification from primary text 
Figure 3. A, B, C, and D are representative CIU fingerprints of IgG1, IgG2, IgG3 and IgG4, respectively. E) UFS results. Plot of –
log10(p-value) against collision voltage assessing the significance of each collision voltage in differentiating the groups. 85 V, 
which has the highest score, is highlighted in grey and is also show in CIU fingerprints (A, B, C, and D). F) Cross-validation plot 
showing classification accuracy for training (blue) and test (green) data set with accuracy on y-axis and number of collision voltages 
on x-axis. The shaded region indicates the standard deviation from all the combinations of training and test datasets created. In this 
example, a single collision voltage (85V, circle marker) had the highest validation accuracy and was chosen as the final 




Table A II-1. Test data probability values for classification of IgG subclasses. Each subclass has higher probability values when 
it is classified into its respective type, as highlighted in green. 
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III. Studying the interactions between SERF and amyloid-b using docking. 
 
Recently, a small 68 amino acid intrinsically disordered peptide, named MOAG-4, was 
discovered as an in vivo enhancer of amyloid formation in Caenorhabditis elegans.291 The deletion 
of MOAG-4 leads to fewer amyloid formation in a C. elegans model of Huntington’s disease. The 
human orthologue, small ERFK-rich factor 1 (SERF1a), have been shown to accelerate amyloid 
formation with a broad range of 
amyloidogenic proteins in vitro.292 However, 
the molecular mechanism by which SERF 
promotes aggregations is still unclear. It is 
hypothesized that interaction of 
amyloidogenic protein with SERF acts as a 
catalyst providing the ideal interface for 
amyloid growth.292 Therefore, we investigated 
the interactions between SERF and amyloid-b 
to help understand the aggregation boost. 
 We created a yeast homolog of SERF 
using SWISS-MODEL. Six different 
structures were scored the best (Figure III-1). We proceeded with modeling of the interaction of 
amyloid-b with all the structures of yeast SERF using Rosetta Docking protocol.293 The docking 
was performed to create 10,000 decoy structures. (Figure III-2).  
Appendix: Figure III-1. Yeast SERF models created using 
homology modeling. 
 
Appendix: Figure III-2. Plot of Rosetta score vs. RMSD of 
10,000 structural decoys from docking.Appendix: Figure III-3. 
Yeast SE F models created using homol gy modeling. 
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Because convergence of structures was not 
apparent (Figure III-2), we clustered a randomly 
selected 20,000 structures using root mean square 
deviation (RMSD) as the distance matrix. We then 
examined interaction patterns using contact analysis. 
Contact maps were created using a 5Å distance cut-
off between alpha carbons of the interacting partners. 
Within each cluster, the contact maps were summed 
to calculate the frequency of residues that 
participated in the interaction. We then created a 
score for a pair of interacting residues using the following: 
 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒9M = 	𝑤9M ∗ Á𝑤9 + 𝑤MÂ 𝐼𝐼𝐼 − 1 
 
Appendix: Figure III-5. Cluster of interaction 
pairs using their binding 
location.
𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒9M = 	𝑤9M ∗ Á𝑤9 + 𝑤MÂ 𝐼𝐼𝐼 − 1 
Appendix: Figure III-2. Plot of Rosetta score vs. RMSD of 10,000 structural decoys from 
docking. 
Appendix: Figure III-3. A 3D heat map showing the 
interaction score using equation 1 with amyloid-b 
residues on the x-axis and SERF residues on the y-axis. 
 
Appendix: Figure III-4. A 3D heat map showing the 
interaction score using equation 1 with amyloid-b 
residues on the x-axis and SERF residues on the y-axis. 
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where i and j are the residues of amyloid-b and SERF, respectively, and w is the z-score. An 
example of such score is shown in Figure III-3.  
 We used the interaction score defined above to highlight the location preference for 
binding. In each cluster, we selected the top 10 best scoring interaction pairs. Since there were 6 
yeast SERF clusters and each cluster had an 
average of 5 amyloid-b and SERF interaction 
clusters, a total of 392 pairs of interaction were 
selected. We then performed hierarchical 
clustering on the interacting pair of residues 
using their sequence number to classify 
different interactions (Figure III-4).  
 The clusters are separated according to a wide locality of binding regions. A brief summary 
of them are listed below: 
1. C-terminal residues of amyloid-b interacting with c-terminal part of SERF 
2. N-terminal region of amyloid-b interacting with mid region and c-terminal of SERF 
3. Few interactions where both SERF and amyloid-b interacts using their n-terminal region 
SERF has a more preferred location of binding, either at the c-terminal or the mid region, than 
amyloid-b. This suggests that SERF may act as a chaperone for promoting oligomer formation in 
amyloid-b. 
 With such plenty of data from our modeling efforts, we plan to examine the interactions in 
more detail (polar, hydrophobic, electrostatic, etc.). A handful of top scoring interactions will be 
used for alanine scanning to disrupt the interactions and examine the formation of SERF and 
amyloid-b complexes using IM-MS. Such experiments will help identify precise locations of 
Appendix: Figure III-4. Cluster of interaction pairs using 
their binding location. 
 
Appendix: Figure III-6. rIAPP oligomeric and lipid-bound 
states detected after peptide-ND complex underwent CID. A) 
A 3D contour plot with m/z on the x-axis, drift time on the y-
axis, and ion int nsity represen ed by the color scheme with 
bright yellow indicating high intensity and blue indicating low 
intensity. The white circle indicates the various oligomeric 
states of the rIAPP molecule. Each white box contains signals 
for one oligomeric species and its lipid-bound states. B) The 
integrated mass spectrum combining all the signals from A). 
It is rather challenging to identify the peaks using this mass 
spectrum profile. Therefore, signals were extracted from each 
white box. Mass spectra for monomer 2+ ions with 0 to 4 lipid-
bound states are shown in C) to G). Similarly, H) through K) 
shows the mass spectra for dimer 4+ ions with 0 to 10 lipid-
bound states. Intensity values for mass spectra are listed on 
the top right corner for C) through K).Appendix: Figure 
III-7. Cluster of interaction pairs using their binding location. 
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SERF and amyloid-b interactions along with providing useful insights into the mechanism of 
aggregation promotion by SERF. 
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IV. Ion mobility mass spectrometry reveals the structures and binding modes of islet 
amyloid polypeptide with lipid bilayers 
 
Introduction 
 The formation of insoluble deposits from soluble peptides and proteins has been an area of 
significant scientific interest in disciplines ranging from physics to biology and medicine. This is 
primarily due to the association of many neurodegenerative disorders and diseases with such 
deposits.294 Alzheimer’s disease, which is a neurodegenerative disease associated with the 
aggregates of Amyloid-b (Ab) peptide, is a highly prevalent cause of dementia with an estimated 
5.7 million Americans suffering from the disease in 2018.295 A recent review highlighted that 37 
peptides or proteins have been found to form amyloid aggregates in human pathologies.294 
However, the biophysical forces that drive the formation of such aggregates from soluble proteins 
are still unclear. Protein molecules adopt a multitude of different conformational states whose 
thermodynamics and kinetics are determined by the protein sequence as well as interactions with 
other biomolecules in a highly complex cellular environment.296 Evolution has optimized protein 
structures and dynamics to conserve their functionality.297 However, it is evident that there are 
circumstances where proteins have evolved to form dysfunctional aggregates.298 The early stages 
of aggregation are typically marked by unstable assemblies that have clusters consisting of 
dynamic monomers.299 Therefore, depending on the structural dynamics of available monomers, 
aggregates may adopt highly disordered, partially folded, or native-like ordered oligomeric forms. 
As aggregation proceeds, further internal reorganization can lead to the formation of stable b-sheet 
structured oligomers. These b-structured oligomers can grow by self-association and form well 
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defined highly ordered amyloid fibrils.300,301 In contrast, the disordered or native-like aggregates 
may not undergo any structural reorganization and grow to form large amorphous deposits or 
native-like assemblies.302 These large aggregates and fibrils are associated with human disease as 
they accumulate in various neuropathic, hereditary, and systemic pathologies.294 
 Disease symptoms for many neurodegenerative diseases are thought to arise from abnormal 
cell death where the amyloid deposits are localized. Although autophagy has been implicated in 
many neurodegenerative diseases including Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease, and 
Huntington’s disease, its exact role in neuropathological conditions remains unclear.303–305 
However, the processes of fibril and/or aggregate formation are suspected to induce cytotoxicity 
leading to the onset of symptoms.306 There is a common cytotoxicity mechanism for all amyloid 
diseases where cell homeostasis is disrupted due to damage associated with cellular membranes.307 
Two generic pathways have been suggested for how amyloidogenic peptides or proteins trigger 
cell apoptosis.308 First, amyloidogenic peptides can form toxic oligomeric species and embed 
themselves into the cell membrane. This could lead to the formation of unregulated pores in the 
architecture of the cell, affecting its homeostasis. Second, the growth of oligomers and fibrils 
within the membrane may act to permeabilize the cell, severely affecting the its function. These 
general options rely on a great number of molecular-level details considered important in the action 
of amyloid peptides and proteins, each of which are thought to act somewhat differently in the 
context of their respective disease states.308  
 Here, we focus on  Islet Amyloid Polypeptide (IAPP) oligomers, which are implicated in 
type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM).309 IAPP is an amyloidogenic 37 residues long peptide hormone 
produced by b-cells of the islets of Langerhans in the pancreas.308,310 There is evidence of human 
IAPP (hIAPP) amyloid deposits in the pancreas of T2DM patients, and elevated levels of IAPP in 
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T2DM has been linked to the death of insulin-producing b-cells.311 Therefore, interactions between 
hIAPP and b-cell membranes are thought to play a role in b-cell degradation. Like other 
amyloidogenic peptides, hIAPP may induce cell apoptosis by disrupting cell homeostasis through 
a variety of mechanisms.312 One general strategy for therapeutic interventions in the context of 
amyloidogenic peptides is to reduce the population of peptide oligomers by directly disrupting the 
processes that lead to their formation.313 However, the mechanism of hIAPP membrane permeation 
is not clearly understood. Recently, a study by Martel et al314 characterized the structures of IAPP 
aggregates and their interactions within a membrane bilayer. Their results suggested that IAPP 
oligomers are cytotoxic species that, without forming pores, interact peripherally on the outer 
leaflet of membrane bilayer to destabilize the cellular membrane. Although this study provided 
significant insights into potential IAPP cytotoxicity, detailed structures of IAPP oligomers were 
not recovered from this work, and such data would be greatly enabling for developing new 
therapeutic strategies associated with T2DM.  
 In this study, we employ native ion mobility-mass spectrometry (IM-MS) to study the 
interaction of IAPP with lipid nanodiscs (NDs). Rat IAPP (rIAPP) was used as our model system 
due to its high sequence and structure similarity to hIAPP, while exhibiting slower amyloid fibril 
formation kinetecs.308,314–316  317 Once ND-rIAPP oligomers are transferred into the gas phase using 
nano electrospray ionization (nESI), we used collision induced dissociation (CID) to liberate 
various lipid-bound rIAPP oligomers from the ND, recording  stoichiometries and collision cross-
sections (CCSs)  for all ions observed. By carefully analyzing trends in CCS growth as a function 
of lipid attachment, we conclude that most of the available rIAPP dimer population interacts only 
with the surface of the ND. We confirm this observation though the construction of all-atom 
models of the IAPP-ND complexes as well as through detailed comparisons with CCS data for 
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gramicidin A dimer bound to NDs. Gramicidin A is well-known to insert into lipid bilayers318, and 
displays a contrasting CCS growth curve to our IAPP-lipid complex data, which we rationalize 
based on protection of the gramicidin A dimer from gas-phase structure re-arrangements within 
the ND. Overall, our data is some of the first to ascertain the details IAPP-ND interactions, and 
illustrates the potential of IM-MS data for carrying out similar experiments on a wide range of 
amyloidogenic peptide systems in the future. 
 
Materials and Methods 
Samples: rIAPP was purchased from Anaspec, Inc and dissolved in DMSO at a final concentration 
of 5mM. After 24-hour incubation at 25°C, stock solutions were diluted into 20 mM ammonium 
acetate, pH 6.8, to a final concentration of 400 µM. Gramicidin A dimer (Sigma-Aldrich) was 
dissolved in methanol at 400 u\µM concentration. 1,2-Dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine 
(DMPC) was purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids. 22A peptide was synthesized using Fmoc-based 
chemistry and purified by HPLC. ND was prepared using the established protocol described 
elsewhere.317 IAPP and gramicidin A were mixed with ND at a ratio of 20:1 (peptide:nanodisc) 
and incubated for 24 hours at room temperature. The mixture was then analyzed using IM-MS.  
 
IM-MS instrumentation: A Waters Synapt G2 IM-MS instrument was used for analyzing ND-
peptide complexes. Briefly, the samples were ionized using nESI with a capillary voltage of 1.1-
1.3 kV, cone voltage of 50 V, temperature of 100°C. Trap collision voltage of 40 V was applied 
to liberate peptide species from ND. Traveling wave ion mobility was operated at a pressure of 3.4 
mbar (He and N2 flow were set at 200 and 90 ml/min, respectively). IM arrival time distribution 
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(ATD) data was taken at 300 m/s wave velocity and 28 V, 30 V, and 32 V wave amplitude values. 
Data was acquired for almost 10 minutes to get a good signal to noise ratio. 
 
IM-MS data analysis: MassLynx (Waters) and DriftScope (Waters) were used to obtain m/z 
distribution list. MMass319 was used to deconvolute mass spectra when isotopically resolved peaks 
were present. When m/z distribution was not isotopically resolved, MMass was used to fit the m/z 
peaks and obtain centroid m/z values. An in-house python script was used to annotate the peak 
list. Briefly, the theoretical m/z list was generated for all possible combinations of adducts with 
the peptide. Adducts were assigned with a mass and maximum number allowed. The theoretical 
m/z list was matched with the experimental m/z list with 20 ppm and 50 ppm for with and without 
isotopically resolved peaks, respectively. After high-confidence peak assignments were achieved, 
ATDs were extracted from each m/z distribution. CCSs were determined using the TWIM 
calibration method described in chapter 4.244 
 
rIAPP modeling: rIAPP (pdb id:2KJ7) was used to create a dimer model using Rosetta docking. 
Briefly, 30,000 structures were generated using the docking workflow that consisted of low-
resolution and high-resolution protocol with all-atom energy minimization.320 rIAPP dimer was 
placed in a DMPC constituted ND in both integral and peripheral orientations using CHARMM-
GUI.321,322 Six cycles of equilibration step were performed followed by a 5 ns production run. At 
this point, the root mean square fluctuation of rIAPP dimer was converged. We used the rIAPP 
dimer structure from the ND complex to generate gas-phase models. rIAPP dimer was equilibrated 
in vacuum for 200 ps using CHARMM 36 force field. Following equilibration, a 20 ns constant 
temperature run at 300 K was performed to get the vacuum-relaxed structures. Additionally, a 20 
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ns replica exchange MD was performed with 12 replicas at temperatures that were exponentially 
distributed between 300 and 800 K. 300 K replica was used to generate in-vacuo structures of 
rIAPP dimer.66 2000 structures were extracted from the last 10 ns of the simulation. Theoretical 
CCS were calculated for those structures 
using IMPACT.137 
 
Results and Discussion 
Recent work323 has demonstrated that 
native MS can be used to directly detect the 
incorporation of antimicrobial peptides 
within NDs, but remained unable to directly 
ascertain the stoichiometry and structures of 
the oligomers present. In contrast, we utilize 
CID in tandem with IM-MS analysis to eject 
complexes from the ND in order to directly 
measure peptide oligomer mass and CCS  
using IM-MS. Figure IV-1A shows a plot of 
IM drift time versus m/z, where signals for a 
range of rIAPP oligomeric and lipid-bound 
states are detected  following rIAPP-ND 
complex  CID. IM aids in separating 
different oligomeric species and their lipid-
bound states, enabling a more detailed interpretation of the mass spectrum acquired (Figure IV-
Appendix: Figure IV-1. rIAPP oligomeric and lipid-bound states 
detected after peptide-ND complex underwent CID. A) A 3D contour 
plot with m/z on the x-axis, drift time on the y-axis, and ion intensity 
represented by the color scheme with bright yellow indicating high 
intensity and blue indicating low intensity. The white circle indicates 
the various oligomeric states of the rIAPP molecule. Each white box 
contains signals for one oligomeric species and its lipid-bound states. 
B) The integrated mass spectrum combining all the signals from A). 
It is rather challenging to identify the peaks using this mass spectrum 
profile. Therefore, signals were extracted from each white box. Mass 
spectra for monomer 2+ ions with 0 to 4 lipid-bound states are shown 
in C) to G). Similarly, H) through K) shows the mass spectra for 
dimer 4+ ions with 0 to 10 lipid-bound states. Intensity values for 
mass spectra are listed on the top right corner for C) through K). 
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1B).  For example, we detect a 
number of clear trend-lines in the 
IM-MS data collected for IAPP 
complexes ejected from NDs, and 
upon detailed investigation, we are 
able to assign these trends to 
separate groups of IAPP monomers 
or oligomers bound to different 
numbers of DMPC lipids. Specifically, our data contains signals corresponding to rIAPP 
monomers and oligomers up to, and including, pentamers. Similar oligomeric states can be 
detected for rIAPP samples prepared in the absence of NDs (Figure IV-2). In addition, Figure IV-
1C – IV-1G shows detailed peak assignments for the rIAPP monomer 2+ series, where we identify 
signals corresponding to between 0 – 4 DMPC lipids bound. IM-MS data acquired for IAPP-lipid 
complexes released from NDs also reveals that rIAPP dimers bind to a greater number of lipids 
than rIAPP monomers.  For example, we identify rIAPP dimer 4+ signals corresponding to 
between 0 – 10 lipid-bound species (Figure IV-1H and IV-1K). Despite the large number of signals 
and significant chemical noise in the dataset shown in Figure IV-1, we have developed high-
confidence identifications for most of the signals detected. 
Similarly, we also identified gramicidin A oligomers and their lipid-bound states from the 
gramicidin A-ND complex. Figure IV-3 shows gramicidin A monomer1+ and dimer2+ species with 
one and four DMPC lipids bound, respectively. The selection S3 and S4 each contain a mix of 
oligomers and their lipid bound states. Selection S3 contains signals for 3+ ions representing 
oligomeric and lipid bound states of gramicidin A dimer, trimer, tetramer, and hexamer oligomers. 
Appendix: Figure IV-2. A 3D IM-MS plot showing the oligomeric states of 
rIAPP in absence of ND. 
 
Appendix: Figure IV-2. Oligomers and lipid bound species of gramicidin A after 
liberating from ND. A 3D contour plot with m/z on the x-axis, drift time on the 
y-axis, and ion intensity represented by the color scheme with bright yellow 
indicating high intensity and blue indicating low intensity. Monomer1+ and 
Dimer2+ species are labelled with the number of DMPC bound states. Selections 
S3 and S4 contain series of ions belonging to 3+ and 4+ charge states.Appendix: 
Figure IV-3. A 3D IM-MS plot showing the oligomeric states of rIAPP in 
absence of ND. 
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In selection S4, similar pattern of 
gramicidin A oligomers and lipid bound 
states are observed but with a charge of 
4+. Unlike rIAPP, the signals observed in 
Figure IV-3 contains gramicidin A with 
methylation and adducts such as sodium 
ion and ammonium ion. For this study, 
we decided to focus just on the 
protonated species to make comparisons 
with rIAPP easier. 
 In analyzing our peptide-lipid 
complex datasets, we reasoned that the number of lipids attached to the peptide oligomers 
observed, and their resulting CCS values, could provide information as to the orientations and 
structures of the peptides while housed 
within the ND.  Figure IV-4 shows the 
CCS values recorded for rIAPP dimer 4+ 
bound to between 0 – 10 DMPC lipids. 
The CCS values obtained for IAPP-lipid 
complexes increase as a function of the 
number of lipids bound to rIAPP dimer. 
While the overall growth trend for the 
IAPP-lipid CCS data appears linear, we 
obtain significantly improved correlation coefficients when two linear regression models are used 
Appendix: Figure IV-3. Oligomers and lipid bound species of 
gramicidin A after liberating from ND. A 3D contour plot with m/z on 
the x-axis, drift time on the y-axis, and ion intensity represented by the 
color scheme with bright yellow indicating high intensity and blue 
indicating low intensity. Monomer1+ and Dimer2+ species are labelled 
with the number of DMPC bound states. Selections S3 and S4 contain 
series of ions belonging to 3+ and 4+ charge states. 
Appendix: Figure IV-4. CCS as a function of the number of DMPC 
lipids for rIAPP dimer 4+ ions (black) and gramicidin A dimer 3+ ions 
(red). Two linear regression models are required to fit the data for rIAPP 
dimer due to the systematic error seen in the residuals (inset). 
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to fit the data (Inset in Figure IV-4), indicating a shift in IAPP dimer structure upon binding either 
6 or 7 DMPC lipids. Control experiments using Gramicidin A dimer 3+ ions also exhibit a linear 
increase in CCS as a function of the number of lipids incorporated in the complex (Figure IV-4), 
but these data also produce a steeper slope, fewer lipid bound states, and optimal fit to a single 
linear function, in contrast to our IAPP data. The differences detected in Figure IV-4 between 
IAPP and gramicidin A dimers reflect differences in the binding mode accessed by these peptides 
when interacting with NDs. Gramicidin A dimer is known to form a transmembrane channel.318 
As such, differences between the CCS data recorded for gramicidin A and IAPP in the presences 
of NDs support the conclusion that the two peptides interact with cellular membranes differently, 
suggesting a peripheral interaction mode for the latter peptide. 
 To assign structural models for the data shown in Figure IV-4, we undertook a series of 
MD simulations in order to construct model structures and compare their CCS values to those 
observed experimentally. A previous report324 has described IM-MS data and model structures for  
gramicidin A dimer associated with NDs. This report includes a CCS value for a single-stranded 
head-to-head (SSHH) gramicidin A dimer, relaxed in the gas-phase, to be 657±23 Å2, a value that 
agrees within experimental uncertainty (5%) with our measured CCS values for gramicidin A 
dimer ions. This indicates that the structure of gramicidin A dimer liberated from ND likely retains 
the SSHH conformation adopted in its integrated, transmembrane configuration adopted within 
NDs. On the other hand, our results suggest that rIAPP dimers undergo significant structural 
collapse in the gas phase. The vacuum-relaxed rIAPP dimer structures from our constant 
temperature MD simulations produce CCS values of 1078±8 Å2 and 1160±11 Å2 for models 
peripherally and integrally associated with NDs, respectively (Figure IV-5). These values are 
significantly greater than those observed experimentally (11% and 19%, respectively). This result 
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led us to perform replica exchange MD simulations on rIAPP dimers in order to more thoroughly 
explore the most thermodynamically stable 
conformations of rIAPP dimer ions in the gas 
phase. These simulations produced globular 
type structures for rIAPP dimers exhibiting 
CCS values centering on 1137 ±18 Å2 (Figure 
IV-5), a value that remains 17% greater than our 
experimental CCS values for rIAPP dimer ions. 
Taken together, our MD results strongly 
suggest that rIAPP dimer undergoes significant compaction in the gas phase in a manner 
inconsistent with integral binding within a ND. As such, these findings suggest that due its 
peripheral binding to NDs, rIAPP dimer is unshielded from the gas-phase and can undergo facile 
rearrangements on the ND surface. This situation is contrasted in our gramicidin A data, where the 
peptide remains protected and thus retains a stronger memory of its structure within the ND lipid 
bilayer. This result is supported by previous data314 indicating that IAPP aggregates generally 
interact on the outer leaflet of the membrane bilayer, where some evidence of partial insertion into 
the membrane was also detected. Higher stoichiometry rIAPP dimer-lipid complexes exhibit a 
steeper slope in Figure IV-2, which can be interpreted as evidence of an alternative structural state 
consistent with partial insertion into the ND. Overall, our IM-MS analysis and computational 
modeling show that rIAPP dimer mainly interacts with the membrane in a peripheral mode. 
 
Conclusions 
Appendix: Figure IV-5. Models of rIAPP dimer. A) and B) 
show the peripheral and integral placement of rIAPP dimer in 
the ND. B) A representative rIAPP dimer structure from 
constant temperature MD simulation. C) A representative 
rIAPP dimer structure from replica exchange MD simulation. 
 
Appendix: Figure IV-4. Models of rIAPP dimer. A) and B) 
show the peripheral and integral placement of rIAPP imer in 
the ND. B) A representative rIAPP dimer structure from 
constant temperature MD simulation. C) A representative 
rIAPP dimer structure from replica exchange MD simulation. 
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 The study of the mechanism of interaction between IAPP aggregates and membrane bilayer 
is important as it could provide insights into IAPP cytotoxicity and T2DM. We used IM-MS and 
computational modeling to study the interactions between IAPP and NDs. Our IM-MS 
observations show that higher-order oligomeric species of rIAPP were present in the ND. When 
ejected, rIAPP oligomeric species and lipid-bound states were identified, including peptide 
complexes bound to up to 10 lipids. When compared with control data acquired for gramicidin A, 
we observe different CCS growth trends and lipid stoichiometries rIAPP complexes released from 
NDs, strongly suggesting a peripheral binding mode for the complex. This conclusion is further 
supported from MD simulations, where greater degrees of structural rearrangement are observed 
for rIAPP than for gramicidin A.  As the latter peptide dimer is known to be protected in an integral, 
transmembrane configuration within NDs, the structural rearrangements we detect are likely 
driven by peripheral binding to the surface of NDs. Future work will seek to extend our IM-MS 
methods to investigate a wider array of peptides, and drug interactions, in an effort to deduce 
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